



























Serving San Jose State University since 1934 
photo by DIana Valiant, 
Students
 who were running under these 
55,000 ton trucks were warned 
that a 
driver wouldn't notice if a truck 
ran over them These trucks were 
taking dirt 
from
 site of 













 has blanketed San 








 for the Bay Area 
Air 
Quality  Management 
District. 
Tuesday's 
smog  rating 
was
 only 87 on 
a scale of 0-300.
 According to the federal
 
standards,  that 
amount  of pollution is 
moderate. 
But Sandberg 
believes  that those 
standards for what 
constitutes  dangerous 
smog may be erroneous. 
"It's a matter of 
current  controversy 
and debate," 
Sandberg
 said. "There's a 
good chance that the
 official standards 




The reason that the visibility
-limiting 
smog this week is rated as 
moderate
  
other categories are good, 
unhealthy,  
very  unhealthy and hazardous  is 
because 
the weight of the particles in the 
air is what  
determines  the smog count. 
Of the three types of particles 
usually
 
contained in smog  ozones, carbon 
monoxides 
and  particulates  it is the 
small particulates which have been
 
plaguing the Santa Clara Valley lately, 
according
 to the district. 
The 
reason  that Sandberg thinks 
these 
particulates  may be more 
dangerous than previously
 thought is 
because they are more 
breathable  than 




particulates, invisible by 
themselves,
 act as condensation nuclei 
for the
 moisture in the air. As more 
water attaches itself 
to
 the particulates, 
they increase in size 
to
 the point where 
they deflect light and 
decrease  visibility. 
-continued on back page 
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by Jan Flanery-Taylor 
The 10 San Jose 
City Council districts 
have been redrawn 
and 
approved by the 
council,  after a class action 
suit
 filed in October 
prompted
 a superior





order the districts redrawn
 to equalize 
population in the 
districts.  
The council approved
 the new boundaries 
Tuesday,  the same 
day a second suit was
 filed by Robert J. 
Sturges,
 who is at-
tempting to  
force the redrawing process 
to be delegated to the 
voters. 
The council vote to adopt the
 new districts was not 
unanimous, however. 
Councilman  Larry Pegram cast 
the sole 
dissenting vote, saying the
 redrawing process had been 
"politicized." 
Pegram claimed 
the members of the ad 
hoc committee 
assigned to 
redraw  the boundaries drew the lines to 
aid the cause 
of the California 
activist  group, Campaign for 
Economic  
Democracy. 
Jeremy Fogel, the chairman of the committee,
 is a 
member of 
CED. 
"It's my belief that the 
people  of this city don't want to 
be 
ruled by Jane Fonda and 
Tom  Hayden from Southern California 
through the
 auspices" of the committee, Pegram 
said. 
Pegram 
said the process had been "tainted" and later
 said 
the redrawing had 
resulted
 in a council -candidate CED 
member 
Charlotte Powers, being 
unopposed.
 Richard Vincent, who would 
have run against her in the district,
 has been drawn into another 
district, he claimed. 
Councilwoman Iola Williams, who worked 
with the com-
mittee, responded by reminding the council the 
individuals on the 
ad 
hoc  committee were appointed twice by the
 council to redraw 
boundaries.  
1:At no time did the CED or any other group
 or any other 
considerations
 come into being," in  the redrawing,
 she said. 
"I 
am
 personally quite offended by 
the implication of 
political 
involvement,"  she said. 
Fogel told the council political considerations had not been a 
part of the redrawing process. 
"One has to consider who on the council would benefit from 
delays in district elections," Fogel said, pointing out that if the 
district boundaries were
 not accepted, the next 
election could not 
be held until 1982, and Larry Pegram would not have to run 
again until then. 
Pegram is up for re-election in June,
 but the districts, as 
presently drawn, could have resulted in a delay in district 
elections if the court was not given acceptable
 redrawn boun-
daries. 
"If Mr. Pegram will look at the voter 
registration he will find 
there is a greater number of Republicans in district 10," than 
before the redrawing Fogel said, referring to Pegram's con-
servative political stance. 
Bob Brownstein, a member of the CED and aide for
 county 
Supervisor Susanne Wilson, was ruled out of order by Mayor 
Janet Gray Hayes when he told the council, "The CED has never
 
been and never will be intimidated by puppets of real estate 
interests."  
Brownstein
 was referring to Pegram's position as an official 
with  a national anti -rent control group. 
Bob Baines, the attorney for the plaintiffs in the original 
class-action
 suit which resulted in the redrawing, said his clients 
were satisfied with the redrawing. The plaintiffs were Charlotte 
Powers and Richard Vincent. 
City attorney Robert Logan said Wednesday, 
however,  that it 
is "still a viable suit," and that the courts 
would have to approve 
the districts 
as redrawn. 
Logan said the suit filed Tuesday by 






Ten new city council districts 
have  been adopted, 
following a Superior Court judge's order that the districts 










groundbreaking  for the 
Spartan  
Stadium  expansion 
project  will be Dec. 
18, SJSU 
President  Gail 
Fullerton
 an-
nounced Tuesday, at 
her last scheduled 
press 
conference  for this semester. 
"We're 
really  not going to be 
digging  
up the ground," 
Fullerton  said. "Our 
poor field is 




be a token 







 seating to 21,000
 and add 
coach and press booths. 
The first phase of construction, ex-
pected to be completed by December 
1980, will be followed by "phase two" 
construction to add an additional 3,000 
seats. Ultimately, end
-zone grandstands 
will increase seating to 30,000, Fullerton 
said. 
Plans for increasing parking capacity 
on campus, now that the parking garage 
has been given final approval by the 
Board of Trustees, await completion of 
an environmental impact report, which 
should be 
done before February, 
Fullerton 
said.  
As soon as the E1R is 
completed,  an 
architect will be named and schematic 
drawings, scheduled to be ready by 
summer, will be started. 
Fullerton said actual construction of 
the parking garage, planned for Fourth 
Street between San Salvadore and San 
Carlos 
streets, won't begin for about a 
year. Students 
won't be parking in the 
garage  for probably two years. 





















overstaffed  by 











































































number  of 
faculty 
Editor's note: This is the
 second of two articles dealing 
with alleged abuses in 





 an advocate for better
 mental health and 
improved 
facilities,  operates on the 
street  as well as in 
the board
 rooms of City Hall. 
Her message is clear and to the 
point. 
"Somebody has to pay, or 
we'll  continue to have slum 
housing," she said 
firmly.
 
Until last month, Bell 
was paid by an association of 
community




aspirants  into positions at the 
homes.  
She no longer does 
that,  but continues to work for 
the cause on 
a volunteer basis because she believes in a 
need for change. 
"More
 than half of the homes 
have  a turnover of 
staff every 
four





 have such a 







estimated  to be 









department  were 
determined  by the 
committee last
 week after 
several  weeks of 
department  hearings. 
Departments  with 
more faculty 
than  the new 
projected  
SFR's allow 
will have to 
be
 cut back if 
enrollment 
remains  the 
same





 who face 




committee  by 
March  1, 1980, 
when
 layoff notices 
will be mailed. 
recruiting and 
retaining skilled staff stems from the
 
bleak financial bind operators 
find
 themselves in these 
days, 
according  to Bell. 
She said
 the 
repercussions of it 
are  astounding. 
"Most homes pay minimum wage and few people 
can afford to work full-time," she said. "You 
have  to be 
poor, desperate or highly motivated." 
Bell said most community -care facility workers 
don't speak English, creating communication problems 
with the mentally ill whose communication 
skills  are 
already negligible. 
Mary Mapes, a tax consultant
 to many facility 
operators, said 
the undesirability of work in a com-
munity care facility have made them a hotbed





very prevalent. There are a lot of illegal 
aliens," she 
said. "They work their asses off 12 hours 
a 
day."  
Mapes said undocumented workers tend to be more 
desirable  to employ because "They're clean,
 
hardwork-
ing and never leave the premises."
 
"They're afraid to," she said. 
Mapes and Bell 
have  observed that
 most of them 
are 
from Mexico, Panama 
and the Phillipines. 
"They  come on a visitor
 visa and disappear 
into the 
facility," Mapes said. 
Janette McNeily, past 
president of the Resident 
Care  Association, asserts it 
discourages employment of 
undocumented workers 
but refused to rule out the 
possibility. She said it 
represents  "at least 50 percent" 
of the beds in San Jose. 
"All labor pools 
have dried up. Some are desperate
 
to get any help
 they can," she said. 
According to Bell, these 
facilities  are the fortunate 
ones. She claims many 
operators  serve as both owner 
and staff, leading to chronic
 poor treatment. 
"The clients are fed,
 housed, medicated and put to 
bed,"  she said. "There is very little treatment or 
therapy within 
the  environment of a typical house 
" 
It is an accusation shared by Mapes. 
























of Sen. Edward 
Kennedy  in 
the  Nov. 5 
issue
 of Time 
magazine gives 
one a tragic 




The  senator is 
shown

























































 for the 
presidency






trying  to 
evoke  a 
remem-







 but also 
is 
trying to 





















as he is 
































































campaign  of 
John 
as
 well as 
helping  
Bobby





























time, he began to 
demonstrate his 
unique  leadership 
qualities in the Senate 
by carving 
out  areas of expertise in 
civil rights 









most influential man in the 
Senate under
 Majority Leader Mike 
Mansfield. 




committees  and 
sub
-committees,
 which is more than 
any other Senate member is doing. 
He finally became chairman of 
one of the most prestigious com-




 of his devotion to 
the political
 process, he has gained 
the respect of the Senate
 as well as 
the nation. 
When 












candidate's  influence 
in 
the Senate, he said 
Kennedy  is "one 
of 
the half -dozen 
most  effective 
people in the Senate." 
About continued
 references to 




"I'm  proud of them, ob-
viously but I don't want nostalgia to 
be
 a part of this thing. I've made my 
own record. I'm a man of the Senate 
and I can be judged on that." 
Indeed, throughout his 
career  in 
the Senate, Kennedy has cham-
pioned many causes which
 have 
since become a part of the American 
record books. 
On the economic 
front,  he 
pushed the Senate 
to
 deregulate the 
airlines, which 
once  again allows the 
capitalized on the "crisis" by 
gaining the largest quarterly profits 
in history. 
Above
 all, Kennedy has 
displayed leadership qualities 
throughout his years in the Senate, 
qualities which none of the other 
candidates exhibit, including 
President Carter. 
Because of this Kennedy con-
tinues to lead in the polls, 
dominating both Carter and 
California Gov. Jerry Brown. The 
CBS News -New York Times Poll for 
November
 showed Kennedy 
carrying 54 
percent
 of those polled, 
while Carter and 
Brown could only 
put together a  





















that  the true 
facts of 
Chappaquiddick
 will never 
competing companies





Kennedy is also 
sponsoring legislation to 
deregulate  
the trucking industry. 
At the same time, Kennedy 
wants
 the government  to be more 
aggressive
 in stopping 
large cor-
porations from 
dominating  their 
markets.  He co -sponsored
 a bill that 
would restrict 
mergers  among large 
corporations. 
In order 
to put a halt to the in-
flationary
 spiral, Kennedy is 
pushing for a national tax cut next 
year in order to stimulate the 
economy.
 
On the energy -front, Kennedy 
has encouraged conservationism. 
He proposed making available $34 










































be answered, that Kennedy was 
actually
 to blame, and he will never 
admit
 it. 
In fact, directly after
 the in-
cident, 






be established to 
decide
 who, if anybody,
 was at fault 
the 














































"People  may 
not believe 
me or 
accept  some 
of
 my answers.
 But the 
idea that the
 people 
who  were there
 
that 




 all wrong," 
Kennedy 
said  in an 
interview 







































happened  10 
































































































































As the decade draws 
to a close, 
it is easy and indeed
 fashionable to 
remember  and even to wallow in the 
shabby 
affairs  of our 
government
 
and its leaders during the 
past 10 
years. 
And it is easy to feel 
discouragement, resentment and 
futility. After the evil 
debacle of 
Watergate, we 
have lost confidence 
in our 
leaders. 
We need to look into our past and 
find our pride. We need to remember 
that all our leaders 
haven't  let us 
down, that all our 
politicians  are not 
like the Watergate conspirators. 
This is the time that our spirits 
need uplifting and our remembering 
needs to be filled with pride so that 
we can walk ahead into the 
next 




 the good. 
Let's forget our 
past  shame and 





 Let's forget the 
-paranoid  politician" 
and 
remember
 the "Happy Warrior" 
- 
Hubert 
Horatio  Humphrey. 
The 
year:  1935. A 24-year -old 
Humphrey, in 
a letter to his fiance, 
Muriel, wrote of 
their future: 
"Maybe I 
seem  foolish to have such 
vain hopes and 
plans,
 but Muriel, I 
can
 see how 
some
 day, if you
 and I 
just apply 
ourselves  and 
make  up 
our 
minds  to work 
for  bigger 
things,
 
how we can some day live in 
Washington and 
probably  be in 
government politics or service ... 
Maybe it does sound rather 
egotistical and 
beyond
 reason, but 
Muriel
 I do know others have suc-
ceeded. Why haven't I got a chance? 
You'll help me I know. Together we 
can do things, I'm sure." 
Twenty-nine years later. The 
scene: the
 1964 Democratic National 
Convention in Atlantic City, N.J., 
where a jubilant President Lyndon
 
Johnson bellowed out the name of 
his friend, Hubert Humphrey, as his 
running mate. 
"The cheers of the crowd," 
Humphrey recalled, "their smiling 
faces, the waving signs filled me 
with a delicious spirit 
of
 success. It 
was a long way from 
the day that 
Richard 
Russell  called me a 'damn 
fool.' With a 
little luck, I was going 
to be vice president of the United
 
States." 
And  he was. 
It
 was 16 years 
earlier, though,





Philadelphia,  that Russell, a con-
servative 
southern  Democrat, called
 
Humphrey
 a "damn fool." 
Russell made
 this remark in 
light of Humphrey, who
 was then the 




 time a very liberal
 speech 
in favor of 
the party 









 part, "There are
 
those who 




 of civil rights. I 
say we are 172 years
 late. 
"There 
are  those who say - 
this  
issue of 
civil  rights is 
an in-
fringement
 on states' 
rights.  The 
time has arrived 
for  the Democratic 
Party to get 
out of the shadow 
of 
states' rights 









recalled that "I 
was filled 
with 
doubts  about the 
effect of what 
I 
was 
going  to do. I didn't
 want to split 
the 
party;
 I didn't 
want  to ruin my 
career, 
to go from 
mayor  to 'pip-
squeak'
 to oblivion. But 
I did want to 
make the 
case for a 
clear-cut 
commitment








and  won," 
Humphrey 
said later.
 "It was 
a 
heady 
feeling.  But it 
confirmed 
something 




 in politics 
and 










































































































































































































































































Well, now I've heard just 
about 
everything. In the Dec. 3 Daily, it 
was clearly stated that there are at 
least *V parking spaces available 
during peak hours which can be 
attributed to higher gas and parking 
costs. But, despite these trends 
which the university refuses to 
acknowledge, preparations are now 
under way to build yet another 
monument to the parked 
automobile. 
I am no stranger to driving and 
parking at San Jose State. In the 
three years
 which I have attended 
school here, I have 
driven and 
parked in the two available garages 
on campus. I must admit
 though that 
for about one 
semester I did take the 
bus.
 I have parked at some of the 
busiest times, too - 8:30, 9:30, 10:30 
and 11:30 a.m, and not once did I 
have
 trouble finding an available 
parking space. Only during the first 
two weeks of the semester do I oc-
casionally park on St. John Street 
and walk
 a liesure four 
blocks  to 
campus. For this 
they want to build 
another 




 too, that the city will 
soon take away the
 1,200 spaces in 
the dirt lots along
 Fourth Street. But 
whatever  happened to the proposed 
plan to have shops on the first floor 
and parking above that? I'll
 tell you. 
The state board 
of trustees have 
never encountered
 a joint venture 
with a 
city  government like the one 
proposed 
and thus their feeble minds
 
cannot 
comprehend  it. They would 
rather waste 
valuable
 land on a 




and university should 




 enrollment and the 
limited space
 here at SJSU and 
reconsider their
 decision before we 
end up with an 
empty parking 
garage in the 
midst  of a campus 
which will not 
depend on the 
automobile to 
get  to school. I would 
much rather 
see our money spent on 
some worthwhile




waste that it is 
going to go 
to. 
We do not need 
another parking 
garage. Now if you will 
excuse
 me, I 
have a class in 
the  drafty, empty San 













Right now, while it seems
 the 
whole world is either openly 
con-
fronting the United States or 
showing only nominal support, I 
wonder at the events that have 
brought us to our potential ex-
tinction as a species. That's right, I 
am saying the human race is at 
stake in these 
international  
struggles over economic power, 
trade agreements and other things I 
am not aware of. 
What appears to be a disinterest 
in political affairs and an attitude of 
non -concern we hear called 
"apathy" is actually fear - fear that 
the reality is probably worse than 
the picture we 
see in the newspapers 
or
 hear on the radio and television. 
We need to face reality though.  
The government cannot control how 
our future will be. The politicians 
direct government for us as we allow 
them
 to. We have to accept the 
responsibility of placing politicians 
in power who have their own ways of 
dealing with our future. To strive 
toward peace in the 
world  we need 
leaders who have the vision of 
peace. 
The image of a politician has 
suffered 
more deterioration by 
events 
on the political scene 
recently. With international affairs 
at a new high in unrest toward the 
United States and 
charges of 
corruption
 in local government, the 
voter  is all but forgotten. But
 the 
responsibility of 
choosing  who the 
leaders are rests on the 
people.
 We 
as voters cannot 
afford to let the 
politician take
 care of everything for 
us. We all 
need to get involved. The 
incompetent
 politico depends on an 
uninvolved





in a way that some
 people consider 
sentimental and 
out of style. I still 
do, and I 




apology about this 
country 





 1977, the year before Hum-
phrey died 
of




 country showed 
their 
love for
 him in an unprecedented 
outpouring,




 tribute after 
another.  
But it didn't 
take
 his illness to 
bring this out. In 1976, in what would 
be his final convention appearance, 
Humphrey was one of the
 featured 
speakers. 
After a glowing introduction by 
Los Angeles Mayor Tom 
Bradley,  
the "Happy Warrior" dashed to the 
podium, wearing his classed 
"pleased
 as punch" smile, while 
thousands in the convention
 hall rose 
in unison to honor him in a seven -
minute ovation of thunderous ap-
plause,
















































When he finished with "Good 
night and God bless you," the crowd 
came to its feet once again and 














 time in more 
than 30 years 
that  Humphrey 
will
 not be present. 
But let's 
hope  that those who are 
present will be inspired to serve
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 the College of
 Mann has 
been distracted





 and the 
college's  board 
of trustees 
and a student 










 a suit brought
 by the 
board of 







 one being that 
the A.S. failed to pay
 
$15,000
 owed to the college
 for maintenance 
of the 
building  used by the A.S. 
Countersuits 
and counter
-counter  suits 
are  pending 
and 
sources from 










 was frozen 
last




board of trustees. 
Meanwhile,
 a group called
 Students for the 








 by announcing 
at a board 
meeting that 
their group had 
student support 
and would 
have their meeting 
in another room. 
Reportedly 
everyone
 in the room 
except ASCOM 
board
 members left to 
join the new 
group;
 however, the 
group has
 not received 
any  recognition 
from
 the board 
of trustees.
 
   
The A.S. 
Senate  at Long 
Beach  State 
voted  to deny 
recognition
 for the Collegiate
 Association 
for  the 
Research of 
Principles (CARP)









 of Rev. Sun 
Muyng  Moon and the 
Unification  Church, 




 to cloud its relationship to 
the  church. Other 
senators  failed to accept 
CARP's contention that 
they 
did not 
engage in the practice
 of brainwashing, 
an
 often -
cited criticism of Moon's
 church. 
CARP staged a rally the 
week
 after the vote ac-
cusing the senate 
of "religious bigotry." 
The group 
reportedly intends to 
challenge
 the decision through the
 
A.S.  Judiciary next semester, and has 
already
 presented 
the senate with a brief
 from a Beverly Hills law 
firm  
stating the A.S. can have no legal 
grounds  for denying 
CARP's 
recognition  on campus. 
   
"Archies,"  as architecture majors at Cal Poly -San 
Luis Obispo are called, are 
said  to have one of the most 
demanding majors on campus 
- so demanding that they 
stay awake for as long as five days at a time and 
pump  
themselves full of coffee and drugs to meet strict 
deadlines. 
Dave "Coffee" Kent, in his 
fourth  year of the five-
year program, admitted to drinking more 
than  10 pots of 
coffee a day, hence his nickname. 
He said that 
many students eat whites, smoke 
marijuana and eat 
psychedelic  mushrooms. The 
mushrooms, Kent said, are taken 
so students can 
"vision" a new design. 
Another four-year "archie" said that it is not un-
common for students to stay awake for three or four 
days, and that he knew of one student who had stayed 
up for five. The reason, he said, 
is
 that some drawing 
projects  require 18 hours drawing time. 
   
Debating team members at US(' claim that they 
have to cut class to 
keep  up with the team's work, as 
well as pull
 
all -fighters and keep a full supply of No-
Doz. 
One 
freshman debater said he devoted about 70 
percent
 of his time to the team and about 30 
percent
 to 
school. Another freshman carrying 18 units said,
 "I 
show up at 
every other class."
 
   
The Intercultural
 Friendship Group has been for-
med at USC to 




 to make the American
 students feel more 
at ease with the foreigners
 here," said a foreign student 
who serves as 
a "peer advocate." The 
group  will meet 
in 
a casual, social 
atmosphere.  
Sacramento State




how  to prepare for their enormous
 "culture shock." 
Ed 





SJSU's School of Education instructor Harold 
Seger died of 
a heart attack early Monday 
morning 
at Kaiser Medical Center in Santa Clara.
 
Seger,  50, taught community college education in 
the Department of Administration and Higher 
Education for 10 years, 






Coffey said. "It is a 
terrible
 
personal loss for me and a tragic academic loss for 
the university. 
"He was extremely popular here. His death has 
created a hole that can't be filled." 
In addition to teaching part-time here, the San 
Jose resident was dean of instruction at Foothill 
Community College in Palo Alto after 17 years as a 
faculty member . He temporarily served as 
acting  
president there in the winter and spring quarters of 
1978. 
Seger was also active in developing state 
legislation on health care education which earned 
him 
a citation from the Community 
Colleges  Chan-
cellor's office in 1977.
 
"He was always helpful when others were 
suffering," said daughter  Karoll Ann Seger, 24. 
"He 
was a true Renaissance man. He loved 
health foods, was a gourmet cook, was a warm 
companion and an avid skier," she 
said. 
Seger suffered the heart attack at his home and 
was






at 8:30 a.m,  where he died shortly afterward. 
Seger is survived 
buy his widow 
Carolyn,  a 
former 
SJSU student, 
and  their four 


















and  just 
getting the chance
 to see something 
different  were 
things for which 








That  is , if they enroll in 
Environmental  Studies 
1968, Bay Area 
Field Studies. 
This 
new course is designed 
to alert students to 
specific resource 
management  problems in 
the Bay 
Area, to 






 and to take students
 into the field to see 
local 
management problems
 first hand, according
 to En-
vironmental Studies 
Assistant  Prof. Gary Klee. 
The course 
will  emphasize weighing
 alternative 
solutions to a 
given  problem. 
Course 
highlights  














get  around. 
Two state 
field  vehicles are 
reserved
 for the 
course. The "ideal" 





wishing to take their own car
 or to carpool 
may sign up 
for the course. The maximum enrollment
 
30 
students.  Klee 
suggests that
 students 
















The course is offered on a credit/no credit basis. 
There will be 
no quizzes, midterms or final
 examination. 
The 




on discusssion on 
assigned readings, guest
 lectures and field observation.
 
No prereqisites
 are required to sign 
up
 for the 
course. 
Klee plans similar courses for consecutive spring 
semesters.

















 in 1984, 
WWilderness  


































































































 for making 
us SJSU's
 leading hair 
style  shop I 
BLOW Si GO CUT 
with this
 ad. Have 
your  hair 
cut to stay in 



























































































































































defeated  Tau Delta Phi Team B 
Tuedday in the 
final game of the final match 
of
 College Bowl. 
College Bowl is a game of 
questions  and answers. The 
team answering the toss-up 
question  correctly receives 10 
points and a chance to 
answer  a 20 to 30 point bonus 
question. If a team 
answers
 the toss-up question 
in-
correctly, the 





into the final match, Team A, 
last
 years's SJSU 
winner, 
was  undefeated. Team B lost 
one match to Team 
A, 




had to do 
was  win
 one 
game. Team B 
could have 
become  the champion. if it 
defeated Team A in 
the first two 
games  of the final match. 
Team B 
beat  Team A in the first 
game
 of the final 
match in a tense,
 sudden -death playoff. 
The first game had the 
more  than 00 spectators at the 
edge of their seats.
 AFront row members rubbed their 
hands, tapped their feet, and cheered on the teams. 
cheered  on the 
teams. 
Team 
B took a strong lead 
and maintained it 
until  the 
last five minuites 
of
 the 15-minute game. 
Team A 
















Team  B excelled 
in
 
questions on literature and general 
knowledge.  
Team
 A diminished Team 
B's lead quickly. When
 the 
final buzzer rang, the moderator had already started to 
ask  Team As 
question.
 Team A answered 
correctly,  tying 
the score at 175-175. 
Team  B beat team 
A by answering the
 sudden -death 
toss-up  question. B 
member Steve 
Rice,  accounting 
sophomore, answered 
this  question correctly: 
"What is 
the 
musical term which 
means accenting 
the weak or 
unimportant







 first game, the 
teams  expressed a 
mixture  
of shock and 
confidence. 
"I 
expected them to 
improve, but not by 
that much,"  
said A member
 Tom Mallon, 
materials  engineering 
and 
environmental studies senior. 
Sturrock
 said Team B had







NEW YORK 1AP - 
It 
was 
a variation on "Three
 
Little 
Pigs" at 15,000 feet. 










 Eastern Flight 
1410 yesterday 
morning; 
when "an insurrection" I 
between 
smokers  and non-
smokers led him to land the 
Washington -to-New 
York  8 
a.m,  shuttle 
at Baltimore -
Washington International 
Airport in Linthicurn, Md. 
The problem: A non-
smoker seated in the 
smoking section of the 
filled 727 demanded his 
area be made 
non-
smoking. When it 
was, the 
adjacent passengers - 
who 
thought they were still in 
a 
smoking area - lit up. 
At 
that 
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 by Sari 
Jose
 Slate University, 
during 
the 
college  year The opunons 
expressed
 in the paper are not
 
necessarily those
 of the Assaia 
ted StuderAs. 
the  University Ad-
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 senior, said 
between 
games, "We were 
expecting a win 
today.  We 
were psyched out the
 last time we played
 them. We had a 
five-minute strategy
 session before 
the  game and decided
 
we could beat them." 
Right before the last game, Sturrock
 said he expected 
his team would win because "we're a second -half team." 
Team  A will go on to the College 
Bowl regionals in 
Long Beach 
next 















and Molly Olds. 
Other Team 




and  Beverly Makishima, accounting
 
senior. 
"I want to emphasize 
that even though there is a lot of 
competition, we're happy 





















versity of California, but 
it's not what it used to be. 
Some
 "demomina-
lions" listed by students
 on 
their 
religious  preference 
cards: the Polyester 
Pa-
goda of the Palpitating Pul-



















































Get the edge! Prepare to take the 
GMAT
 


















































 7, 8:30 p.m. 
at the Hillel 
House  
390 MacArthur 
Street, San Jose 
Free 
-- all  students invited 
Sally Fox's
 one woman show presents a 
cast 
of 
characters  who are involved in a variety 
of 
circumstances.
 The audience in return may 
interact with 
the characters in quest for 
guidance. Sally 
offers an emotion packed,  
entertaining 





 follows a pot -luck 
Shabbot 
dinner that
 starts at 7:00. The Hillel
 house. on 
MacArthur.
 is located off San 
Carlos  Street. 
1st 
light east of 








 at Hillel House
 998-5529. or 
Bruce



































































































managed  to 
find  time 
to
 take care




















basically  an 
unorganized
 







 time is 
right about 
now  since we 
are on 






















warmups  Tracy can often
 
be 
found  shagging balls. 
Tracy also 
makes  many of 
the shorter 
road  trips with 






























but  for the 
most 
part she 




"When I come to practice 
without Tracy
 my team-
mates always ask where 
she is and if she's all right, 
even before they say 
hello." 









afford to even go to college, 
with Tracy to take care of. 
After 
laying  off 
basketball completely
 for a 




 by a 
friend to try it 
again  in an 
adult  recreation league. It 
was 
there she met Chat-
man, and eventually won a 
scholarship.
 






 if I didn't 
get that scholarship, I 











she  had to 
start 
from scratch












 earned a 
starting job
 though, and 
has 
been  a stallwart











 little trouble 
fitting
 in. 
"I've always loved 
working with the public, in 




made it considerably 
easier for Johnson to fit in 
with women four to five 
years younger. 
Although
 Johnson feels 
she 
has lost much of 
the 
shooting 
touch  she had in 
high school she 
feels she 















manages to juggle 
the 
roles  of 
player,





 but as I 
get 
older I seem 





























Tim Gruber has been 
named the SJSU cross 
country
 team's Most 
Valuable Player by the 
Spartan Daily. 
Gruber  began the 
season as the No. 2 runner 
on the squad, 
finishing  
behind teammate Dan 
Harvey in 























Gruber  again led his team 
across the line, finishing 
fifth in the PCAA as he 
recorded his best -ever time 
for the course. 
True to the
 high ex-
pectations he has for 
himself, Gruber wasn't 
satisfied with his effort. "I 
should have 
improved  50 
seconds to a 
minute," he 
said minutes after the race. 
Tim Gruber: 
fifth in PCAA 
Gruber




 track team 
in the 
spring 
and hopes to 
qualify  
for the 



























































are  alive 
and 
well  too.
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opponents, Johnson must 
use that quickness to wear
 
them down. 
No more was Johnson's 
quickness
 apparent than in 
Tuesday night's 
USC 
game. Numerous times the 
Trojans tried to post up 







Johnson used her 






"Quickness is our team 
strong
 point," Johnson 
said.  -It's really tough for 
a team to be worrying 




against  us. A lot of 
teams 
can't do it." 
USC was one of them. 
Of  course quickness 
must be an asset important
 
in all facets of life for 
Johnson as she tries to 
juggle studies, basketball
 













 four free 
throws with less than 
a 
minute  remaining in 
overtime and Blaine
 
Taylor hit two with 
two 
seconds left 
to lift the 




victory  over SJSU last 
night before 942 onlookers 
at Civic 
Auditorium.  
After blowing a six. 
point 
lead






had a chance 















first  of 
a 
one-on-one  








meaningless mid -court 
shot at the buzzer for the 
final margin. 
Williams 
led  the 
Spartans with 18 points and 
Wally Rank had 16. Craig 











123  S. 
3rd  St. 
San  
Jose  



































Call  Vern 










































































































































































when  she 
picked
 up her 
second 











































 until  
late in 
the game 












 the absence 
of 
Johnson







































 Chatman said. 








 USC was 






break  at 27-26 and then 
getting




second  half, 
SJSU adjusted 
its defense, 
changing from a full -court 
press to a half -court 
matchup  to stop the USC 
running game. 
"We were getting in 
poor position on our press 
and playing a lot of catch-
up 
defense in 
the  first 
half," 
Chatman  said. 
"That  was causing









 down the 
Trojans' 
running,  it 
didn't  
help the foul situation 
much. With less than two 
minutes gone 
in the second 






 later Johnson 
and  
Gazaway 
both picked up 
their third. 







handed  the ball -
handling
 job over to Denise 
Burtis, who ignited a SJSU 
offensive explosion. 




derneath for an easy layup 
and then Gazaway 
pumped 
one in from 
the corner. 
Next Wanda Thompson 
performed
 some of 
her  
routine 
magical  ball 
handling and dished
 it off to 
Swarbrick
 






action cut less 
than a minute off the clock 
and




9:45  left 
Burdis  
nailed  the Trojans' coffin 
shut












Gazaway  all did super 
super  
jobs  off 
the 
bench  
and Thompson was the glue 
that held us together 
with
 
that ball handling," 
Chatman said. 
The Spartans are on 
the road tonight
 and this 
weekend as they take on 
the University of Oregon in 
Eugene and then Oregon 
State Saturday
 night in 
Corvalis. 
Both squads were 
ranked in 
the  top 20 at one 
time or another last year 
according to 
Chatman and 
should prove  to be for-
midable opponents. 
Last  year Oregon 
edged out Oregon
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 WE KNOW WHAT 









. 44,000 lbs of 
newspaper  










4.000 lbs of 
cardboard  
lver 200 
gallons  of 













EXPAND,  EXPAND! 
























































































The Spartan field hockey team won 
this
 early










 The season closed however, with a loss, and a seventh -place national
 finish, photo by Ernest Redchng 













by Jeff Rhodie 
"It was a tough way to end the season." 
Leta Walter, veteran SJSU women's field 
hockey  
coach, was referring to her team's final game of this 
decade  a loss. 
That was Friday, when the Spartans fell 3-1 to host 
Princeton University, SJSU thus finishing tied for
 seventh 
in the 16-team national tournament.
 
The officiating in that game was 
inconsistent,  Walter 
said. 
Princeton played very aggressively and, in the 
process, committed some rule violations that were not 
called, according to Walter. 
"I never felt the referees were biased
 toward Prin-
ceton," Walter said. "It's just that 
Princeton
 plays more 
aggressively 
than
 most teams and all officials have 
trouble doing a Princeton game. In fact, one referee 
voluntarily came up to me after the game and apologized 
for not being more in control. 
"Whether or 
not it cost us the game," Walter con-
tinued, "I don't know. There's no way  to know that." 




 fifth at best. 
But Walter did not sound the least bit bitter. In 
fact, 
she was her
 usual good-natured self, just as jubilant as she 
would have been had the Spartans won it all. 
"We're 
not," the head coach said, "at all disappointed 
with the team's outcome. It was a 
ver, successful 
season."  
Assistant coach Carolyn Lewis agreed. 
"We  had a lot 
of young and inexperienced
 players. Of our 15, they en-
tered the season with a combined 10 years of varsity 
experience. We actually did better than we thought
 we 
would at the beginning of the season." 
That was because the Spartans, 
who finished third 
nationally in 1978, lost eight 
members
 of that varsity 
squad  all starters  to graduation. 
"There's no way we couldn't be proud of this team," 
Walter said. "At nationals, we could see what a 







Nothing in life is ever a 
sure thing, 
but  in the world 
of intercollegiate
 athletics, 
little has been 
more  certain 
in 






SJSU in the big-time 
sports 
of football and 
basketball. 
Absolutely nothing has 





for the past 
six months 
however,
 especially for 
interim 





ment has been in a gradual
 




nounced his resignation 
last April. In the six 
months since Murphy's 




"holding the ship steady" 






manent athletic director is 
imminent,  and Crosby is 
admittedly not one of the 
finalists, he offered a few 
opinions this week 
regarding the status and 
future of SJSU sports. 
"There has really been 
a lot of turmoil from within 
the program in the last six 
months," Crosby said. 
Because of the tentative 
position  of the program, it 
has 
really been unfair to 
our coaching staff, 
especially J a c k ) (  Elway 
and (Bill ) Berry in the 
high  




"With all the un-
certainties that exist in this 
business from day to day, 
there is the uncertainty as 
to what direction we're 
going to take as a 
program)."
 
Which way the 
program is going is cer-
tainly open to question in 




Since Darryl Rogers 
left SJSU for the greener 
pastures of Michigan State 
and the Big 10 after the 1975 
season, the Spartan 
foot-
ball program 











to beat its 
football  
helmet
 against foes 
such  as 















 be better 
off to 
downgrade  its 
schedule
 a bit, and 
once 
and 
for  all admit that SJSU 
will never 
be a Division I 
football 
power?  
Scheduling Pac-10 foes 
does have its advantages, 
Crosby said, even if the 
Spartans do constantly end 




and Stanford for the 
money, but 
it certainly 
helps," he said. ' We can 
also attract a lot Of recruits 
because of 
our  schedule. I 
think the community wants 
and expects that. I don't 
know
 the final answer, but 
I do know there 
















Crosby said. "But I think 
the course we're 
on is the 
right one. 
"I think what we 
have  
to do is 
upgrade  the 
program, which the ad-
ministration is committed 
to do. Then if the same 
thing happens,
 you gotta 
wonder. I think we owe it to 
ourselves though to give 
ourselves a fighting 
chance." 
Exactly how the 
program is to be upgraded 
is not certain, but 
Crosby 
made it obvious that he is 
placing a lot of confidence 
in Elway. 
"If by the end of 
Elway's present five-year 
contract extension when 
we've gained a better 
competitive balance, we're 
still losing to those people, 
then we'll have to ask 




though. If not, then maybe 






 the future 
of Spartan 
football is the 
matter
 of stadium ex-
pansion and whether or not
 
attendance
 will rise. 
"What could really be 










Crosby's  answer to the 
attendance 









really  got to 
upgrade our 





 to come up 
with 
some kind of a 









 just an 
overall 
polishing of our 
image.
 




continued. "We played 
the 
opener  here, then 
we were 
away




 here again 
and 
were away




 there was the 
International Students: 
Where  do you 
stand?
 
In view of 
recent




Associated Students of 




situation  and the 
implications. 
A workshop on 
international  student's legal 


















the  topics to be 
discussed



















 will be on 





























SPACE  FOR THIS 











weather against Santa 
Clara 
and the Central 
Michigan 
game  was over 
the holiday. 
"But it's 
our  job to 




when  they're in 
good shape.
 With all 
the 




as well as we 
should 
have."  
Crosby  has learned 
a 
lot 
in the past six months,
 















Murphy  was 
not  driven 









system  drove 
Bob Murphy 











he refused to 
acknowledge  the system 
and 
he
 would be 
the  first 











phasizing,  first of 
all," 
Crosby said, "to get a guy 
who is strong enough to 
work 
within this crazy 
state system. 
"Overall,
 the state 
system
 is really a handicap
 
to our 
program.  It's almost 
funny sometimes




hear  Utah State, 
Pacific









them with ours. 
"The new guy
 will have 
to be 
able to take 
what's 
given," Crosby said. 
One  of 
Murphy's  
problems, 


























system is so 
involved, I 





The  actual 
decision
-making  process 
should be 










what  lies ahead 
for SJSU sports? 
"I 
really am op-
timistic,"  Crosby said. "I 
don't  think anyone 
could 
argue  with what we've
 
done.  We've got good 
people here who are
 in-
volved.
 Elway and Berry 
are 
going  to bring us slot of 
respect. We're
 doing the 
right things 
within.  Now if 
we can transmit
 those 




Crosby speaks in terms 
of 
"we" rather than 
"they," 
because  it is his 
desire 
to
 remain at SJSU in 
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competition  in the 
nation, the 
Spartans won two 
and lost two in the tournament.
 
"We
 played our best
 hockey of the 
year  there," 
Walter said. "We
 ended on a high 
note




When  asked what some 
of the season's disap-
pointments  were, 
Walter
 hesitated a 
moment,
 then turned 
to Lewis and 
laughed heartily. 
"I 
don't  know, did 
we
 have any 
disappointments,  
Carolyn?" the 





 the regional 
tournament,  
which was
 right before the nationals. 
"We were 
disappointed,"
 Lewis said, 
with  Walter 
concurring,




 third of four in 
that
 tournament, 
but  only last -place 
California  didn't get 
to




"But," Walter said, 
"our overall success 
greatly 
outweighed  that disappointment."
 
Indeed 
there were many successes.
 It was a season 
that included 
a flying start with a 
nine-game winning 
streak, a first -place 
conference finish, only one
 regular -
season  setback, an overall 
record
 of 13-5, and the selection 
of Spartan co
-captain and leading scorer 
Pommy Mac-
farlane as a first -team All-American. 
"And 
it gives us a lot of 
satisfaction,"
 Lewis said, "to 
be able to say 
that
 we beat the national
 champs ( Long 
Beach State). Not many teams can say
 that." 
Lewis  was referring to Long 
Beach's overall record 
of
 
19-2-2, with one of those
 defeats coming to the 
Spartans,
 a 
2-1 regular -season decision. 
The  two California rivals did 
battle again in 
the Region 8 playoffs,
 with the 49ers 
prevailing that time, 2-1 in overtime. 
As for what lies 
ahead,  Walter noted that seven 
members of this year's varsity are graduating, but pnly 
five 
of the seven 
are  starters. 
"We should be in 




There are less than 
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and training to 
give you even 
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you full potential. 
The
 









 computer  
industrial,  
mechanical,  
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exist  in 
this 
world.  






































 a boy 
(Patrick
 O'Brien) and his  sister Little Fan (Tammy 
Karpenko) in the American Conservatory Theatre production of Charles 
Dickens' 
"A
 Christmas Carol." 
aggressive  in his early 




 Walker as Scrooge 
in matinee and evening 
performances. 
"Carol"
 is nearly 
perfect, but 
for the long 
and tedious 
Christmas  Past 
sequence 
partly caused by 
the stilted 

























scenes  are 
further softened by an 
enveloping
 light that colors 

















 a sing -along












performance at Stanford's   
Memorial  Auditorium fell 
well short of inspirational. 
A 
few years ago Stills 
swore off the bottle in order 
to recapture some of his 
brilliance 
that  surfaced 
with 
Buffalo  Springfield 
and Crosby, Stills, Nash 
and Young. 
The brilliance did 
resurface in the reformed 
CSN. The smokey, 
well 
blended vocals of his youth 
returned and his powerful 










Rarely was this 
brilliance revealed in 
the  
Stills' Nov. 18 
show. In-
stead 













shows,  Stills 





















 and cues. 
The overall image
 
Stills  gave was one
 of 
someone 
over -the -hill, 
teetering

































































































































first  show and 
an electric 
opening set, Stills settled
 






 Stills at 


















































 onslaught of old 
songs all the crowd 
got was 
a fond farewell. 
The  lighting is 
the
 most 
notable,  yet subtle, 
aspect 
of the 
production  itself. 
The  


























goes out with 
a charitable 
heart to join the entire 
cast
 
in a finale 
rendition  of "Joy 











































 with a 
varied  assort-
ment  from 
the Byrds 








allowed an easy rapport 
with everyone
 there. 
The 12 -string 
guitar (Kottke 













melodies  during the 
Nov.  27 performance.
 
"The 
point  of a 
tune 




 is not his bag. 
Instead  
he uses multiple 
notes  to give broad 




has  an electronic 
pickup
 on his 12-string, as 
well  as an echo hookup 
which he called his 
"nauseater."  
He does three
-finger picking and 
uses  a little-finger slide 
on his guitar's 
neck, but employs a 
disciplined restraint 
which enables his 




basic  melody. 
Kottke's deep 
voice is also rather 
unusual,  perhaps 
comparable to Kris 
Kristofferson's. It's 
well suited for 
bittersweet numbers 
like "Pamela Brown" and 
"Louise."  
His voice and 12 -string 
combined  best when he 
sang
 
the old Byrds' 




 to be genuinely 
shy,
 he had  
no difficulty 
talking to the 










 music, concentration is 
sporadic  at best," he said 
"It's kinda like a 









the crud at 
the end of your
 spoon." 







 listener to 
close  my eyes 
and
 let him help 
me 
emjoy  my own 
petty
 mall. It was, 
as





bright  red socks 
with





 between his 
pant  cuffs and his 
penny loafers 
as he sat atop a 
stool.  Toward the 
end of his 
set, 
he picked up 




"This is my Koine
 Classical guitar 
and I don't know 
know what to 
say about these
 socks," he 
said, grinning 
because
 he knew he 
had us in the 













A night of big 
band music featuring SJSU jazz en-
sembles and
 the Jazz Garden Big Band 
will  be presented 
Monday at 6:30  p.m.
 at the Gaslighter  Theater
 in Camp-
bell.  
The program will open with the SJSU Jazz Band, 
performing standards 
and student arrangements. 
Following the band will 
be
 the SJSU jazz combo. 
Conducting the student 
ensembles will be Dwight 
Cannon, 




 Jazz Garden 
Big  Band will begin 
at 
8 p.m., 
playing  two hours of big 
band  sounds. 
Admission is $2 
for students and 
seniors




Theater is located 
at 400 E. Campbell 
Ave. For information
 call 378-9721. 
   
Two kinds 
of
 music will 
showcase  Daniel 
Simpson's  
vocal
 talents in a free 
concert Saturday at 
4 p.m. in the 
Concert 
Hall.  
The classical tenor 
will
 divide his program 
between  
classical
 music and rock and soul. 
The SJSU 
music  senior's prime embilion 
is to be a 
professional
 singer. Simpson's 
background  covers a wide 
range of music styles 
from
 the blues to opera. 
His first 
performance was in church 
in his hometown, 
Salinas. 
In his Saturday 
performance,  Simkins will 
feature  
German, 
French  and American art songs,
 operatic arias 
and rock and soul ballads. 
"Mongoose," will be 
the featured band in the 
rock
 and 







0Continentat Restaurant Systems 1979 
The most delicious, most 
sumptuous
 dinners our new menu could offer . 
1.uscious entrees come 
complete  with homemade soup,salad,bread, 
and 
your choice of baked potato, rice, or french fries. . . Our 
modest  prices 
complete this tasty picture . . . So 






whale  of niea) 
at small fry 








extras . . 




early bird catches our
 special... 
Saratoga 






Sundays 4:00pin to 
7:00pm 
Monday thru Thursday 









 5:00pm to 
7:00pm
 












 ... Imagine the 
delicate seafood r 
repes filled with a potpourri 
of crab, shrimp and white fish, then 
covered 
with a cheese sauce 
and topped with tiny Bay 
shrimp... Or the juicy ground beef steak, 
broiled to perfection and topped with a rich 
mushroom sauce ... There's also a luscious 
crab or garden quiche served with a steaming 
French
 onion coop Savories roust he tried 





























































HOT  CIDER 
Mon. - POKER
 FACE 
Tues. - SKY CREEK 
Wed. - 
CORNELL
 HURD BAND ' 
COFFEE  HOUSE 
The 
Quiet  Place at 
the  Factory 
Featuring
 JOHN DIMICK, 
classical  guitarist
 on Saturday 
We serve
 unique sandwiches
 & desserts 
until 3 A.M.
 on Friday and 
Saturday  
WITH






 ON US. 
93 S. Central 
Ave., No. 16, 


































THE PRUNE YARD 
CAMPBELL,












































































 inner quad is pictured, top, as it looked
 in 1 
91 
7.





torn down, and the 
fruitless mulberry 
trees  were planted in 
their place. The 
lower  photo 

















People have looked at the buildings at SJSU and 
have come up with many adjectives.
 Some describe the 
structures as an "architectural abortion." Others, more 
polite, have described them as a "hodge podge" of 
buildings. 
Indeed, there
 have been 
changes
 in the styles
 of 
buildings
 over the 
122  years SJSU 










new  buildings 













The building and 
rebuilding  is perpetual. 
According  to library 




been  building since 
the day I came, and
 
they've been building
 ever since." He 




 on the campus was
 a two-story 
structure
 with a bell tower.
 It burned down,
 and 
another building
 was built in its 
place,"
 RiaLson said. 
The second structure fell to 
its demise in the 1906 
earthquake 
that rocked tne peninsula 
as well as San 
Francisco. 
According to "Pioneers for 100 Years," a book 
written about the history of 
SJSU,  city officials pressed 
the state 




totally  different 
style in mind from the first two 
buildings.
 It was built in 
the tradition of the 
Spanish
 Missions, or as one trustee 
said, "Of the Mission style of architecture in a 
quadrangle similar to Stanford University." 








 and auditorium. 
The style was Spanish. The covered walkways were 
graced with archways, and around the arches was inlaid 
brick and tile-work. The complex surrounded the quad 
where the fountain is located now. 
In April of 1963, the Tower, the auditorium 
and the 
quadrangle
 complex were condemned. 
According  to a 
San Jose Mercury
 article, the buildings were 
closed  
before Easter vacation.
 The event was an emotional 
one 
for 
the hundreds of students, faculty
 and alumni who 
fought to keep the
 buildings standing. 
These  





as to send a 






in the form 
of




telegram  itself 
cost $175, listed
 3,646 names 
and 
measured
 50 feet in length,
 according to 
the Mercury. 
Ironically,
 in spite 
of the structural
 cracks 
and  fears 
it 
might collapse




difficult  time 
























when  fully 
understood
 the 
action  will 
no 

























































there  was 
little attempt







"I would guess that 
the budget for buildings was 
rather limited," Rialson  said, 
explaining  why the 
modern 
buildings on campus were built according to a 
modern  plan rather than a 
Spanish
 style. 
According to J. Handel
 Evans, associate executive 
vice  president, "The architects 
are  appointed by the 
board of 
trustees." 
And because of 
this, the trustees will probably
 not 
assign architects 
who will revert to the 
Spanish
 mission 
style  of architecture. 
Evans
 also said he would 
question  
"the
 appropriatness and 
relationship
 of the Spanish 
architecture
 to a science lab." 























1st  PLACE 
Open to all bowlers except SJSU 
Team
 Members 




:  , 
Entry
 Fee $12.00 per 
person  
5 games across 10 lanes, handicap 166 2/3% of 210 men, 80% of 210 women) 
enter as often as you like, but win only one prize 
Trophy, plus Round Trip
 Airfare & 5 -Night 
Accommodation  Package 
for
 two 




 on the 
beautiful 
island




Simplex Tours' & 
in 
Salinas 
MIDDLEFIELD  TRAVEL 
in Mountain View 
Other 
prizes 




















 COIN AMUSEMENT CO. INC 




 & THE HAIR FACTHEE SALON 
BATT AIR LANES 
COMMEUI 
A PRO AUDIO.. dposron of 
FOXCORP 
CALIF INC 
LANES B & B BOWLING SUPPLY 
DICK 
WILLIAMS  PRO SHOP 






F & S BOWLING & TROPHY
 SUPPLY 
GARY'S PRO SHOP 
Hi MALONE ASSOCIATES, INC 
INSIDE 







PADRES  PRO SHOP 








TEXACO  SERVICE 
PLAZA 





PUPPY  COUNTRY 
YOUR  PET & 
AQUARIUM  STORE 
QUEMENT ELECTRONICS 
in San Jose 
RANDAZZO










BOOKSTORE  San Jose Stale 









F & S 




EXTRA BONUS - DOOR PRIZE DRAWINGS  
Donne each 
sosoad
 of Ma 
tournament.  norms 
of entrants Lull Iss 




 INC San Jose 
BEADAZZLED
 Fas,on 

























 SUSHI  Japans. Food. 






ROUND TABLE PIZZA 
Pollard
 Road Los Gatos 
SANOWICHED.IN San Jose 
SAN FERNANDO'S MEXICAN 
E000
 










 Cream F.tOry 
El Paseo de Saratoga 
THE 












TOGO'S San Jose 
Rut ,  plethora
 of goodies 
orov.dad by RADIO STATION  KLINJ .0 San 
Jose 
nciuding  an AM FM 
Auto Cassette Player 
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Mongillo  and 
Martin  
Huizar are friends. 
They also work together




Operation  SHARE 
program.
 
Mongillo  recalls being 
in a 
men's bathroom at 
SJSU about 21/2 
months ago and 
seeing  a flyer an-
nouncing a need for 
SHARE  tutors. 
After 
reading about the 
program, 
which serves students in the 
primary grades through
 high school, 
he decided
 right there he was going 
to apply. 
Originally  choosing Martin, a 
10-
year -old, was a 
practical  thing for 
Mongillo.  
"I had two
 choices," he said. "I 
decided to pick Martin 
because  he 
was closer to SJSU." 
But he proved to be 
friendly 
right from the beginning. 
"I feel lucky to be 
his  friend, for 
at least
 a while," Mongillo 
said.  
"Martin respects 
me, he's very 
open.
 I just enjoy being with him." 
Students 
participating  in the 
SHARE program are 
usually  those 
who are "a little 
behind" in 
classroom
 subjects. The teacher 
decides 
which  are the "problem 
kids,"
 and refers them to SHARE. 
"At 
first, Martin wasn't happy 
to be with me because  
it was a 
declaration of his stupidity," 
Mongillo 
said. But the next day, It 
was almost like I was a god." Other
 
students in Martin's class at 
Mayfair Elementary School began 
wanting tutors, too. 
Mongillo said it doesn't take an 
A student to 
be a tutor. 
"Math and English are
 my 
worst subjects," he said, but he is 




 about second 
grade. 
All tutoring
 is done outside of 
class, with SHARE tutors
 expected 
to 
complete  60 hours per 
semester  to 
earn three
 units of credit. 
"It's very 
easy  to do," 
Mongillo  
said, even 
starting  a month late, as 
he did. He and
 Martin work 
together  
twice a week for three
 hours at a 
time. 
The 
time spent together 
isn't all 
work and no play. 
"I go to his 
home,  we go to the 
park ... 
We're going to 
go






 him if something
 
isn't 
interesting  to him. 
"He'll say, 
'Matt,
 this is 
bor-
ing!"  " 
Mongillo has 











 to do 
anything I want to get Martin 
motivated," he 
said. "It's me 
against Martin!" 
However, the two 
have no 




























 a drama 
major  is an extra 
plus for 
Mongillo  in his 
tutoring.  He 
once 
made
 up a 





 It ended 
with Martin 













 to a play
 rehearsal 
he was 
working  on. Martin 
remembered 
"so many of the



















mad  at 
Martin
 once 
"because  he 















 or get 
kicked 




 read. He 
didn't want
 Martin to 
quit entirely
 
but  the boy 





Mongillo  said. 
"He  quit 
football
 the next day." 
SJSU 
was the first
 college to 





 14 years ago 






SHARE,  in 
response  to 
requests
 from parents. 
The maximum
 number






is six, but the 
relationships 
started






 to be over doesn't
 
mean the
 end of my 
friendship  with 
Martin," 
Mongillo  said. 
Most tutors
 enjoy the process,
 
he said, with 
very
 few having poor 
experiences. 
Martin is bilingual,
 and his 
parents speak no English. He acts as 




 They have no problem 
getting
 along. 
"He and his dad are going to 
go 
on 
a fishing trip," Mongillo said. 
"He even 
gave  me a beer once." 
Mongillo kids 
Martin  about 
being a 
"Macho  Mexican" and does 
an imitation of 
a stereotyped 
lowrider. 
"He gets mad 
when I call him 
macho," Mongillo said. "He says 
'no, I don't want to be macho.' He 
thinks it's dumb because he says 
they just get in 
trouble." 
Mongillo mentioned the SHARE 
program is especially 
good for 
psychology 
and sociology majors, so 
they can get some practical 
ex-




 any negative 
aspects 
to  SHARE? 
''The  only thing
 I don't 
like
 






I had to get 
two TB shots 
because a nurse 
















November 20 I 7 30 
pm in 
Engineering 132 5100 or 
the 
balance is due. Come out and 
hear Me 
latest and meet the 




Rock I Next Tailgate Party is 
Friday 








 the people who 
Care  SKI 
CLUB.  Joe 244 2329 
VII











CASH.  See D. Lapin, Bus. 
Tower 763, or call 4374191. 
MOVING and 
hauling: I have 
small
 covered truck and 















h owl i 
Information  Cl AS. 
Office, or call 371-6411. 
SALLEY
 classes 
and  exercise 
















night Cl  . 
Entphasis  will be 
directed  toward 
relating
 our 
body and mind 




 to rest 
our 
minds,  emotions 
and  tensions 
Students




530/.7.  Please 











Sat.  and 
Sun.,





aluminum and tin cans, (please 











 sts. Bring 
your  
recyclables 








the gift only you 




 you love, a 
beautiful  











One and friends 
for massage and hot tub on 1st 
and
 3rd





and valley views 
area
 
delightful, almost nonverbal 
way to unwind.
 Limited to the 
first six men and six women who 




INTERESTED kl outdoor ad-
ventures? Come to the SJSU 
Sierra Club 
meeting  every Toes 
night at 7:30 in 
the S.0 
 Guadalupe Room. Here are 
: some coming 
attractions!
 On 
. NOv. 6 a 
talk
 will be given on 
"The Fight for Lake Tahoe." On 
: Nov. 10, a bicycle trip 
through
 
Napa Valley's Vineyards and 
'Nov. 16, a trip 
to Point Reyes. 
Any 
Clues. 










would like help 
with 
vocational, 
personal  or 
academic 
concerns  Come sot 






















































11/15  Is Movie 
night, 11/22, Th 
eeeee  Wine,  
no 
meeting, 11(9, Carla, singing 




Scheduled  meeting. Lesbian 
caucus meets Wednesdays at 











 by Campus 
Ambassadors East The dates 




 now and 
look tor








RECAPS 59 99: (3 series small. 
Lifetime Guarantee 13 series 
large, $12.99 Radial, 70 series  
recaps, and Mud and Snow, 
514.19 Exc used tires, 1.4 THE 
TIRE MARKET, (Discount Tire 
Warehouse), Dell and Sun 















wheel balancing. Larry 2119434t.  

















'70 VW Bus. Geed cond.. MOM 
or best offer. Cell 7471391. 
'65 
RAMISLER  Classic. Traw 
sportation car. Sell 
offer.  Call 
2164596 early mornings or 
evenings. 
12 PINTO. Good cond. MSS, 
deck. 














teacher. Runs on regular, 26k 
mi. 57,130. Call Kathy at 429. 
1714.
 
'46 VW bus. Exc. 'cond., needs 
motor rebuilt. New tires, new 




 170 mi 
Good mpg., exc. <DM CM 771 




B E ERMAK ING: New It Is 




brew in 3 to 4 
weeks. New recipe 
tastes  fan 
testi,  Very little 
aclval









 space to do it. NO 
ADDITIVESt Pure malt Costs 
1/2




beer. You can vary th 
ALCOHOL from 3 to 10 percent. 
ISEERMAKERS OF AMERICA 
GOON.









mints close to campus on a 
regular
 basis
 We ha ye 
available dmettes, hodeabeds, 
collce  and end tables, lamps, 




 Call 215 
7434. 
USED gooks Per
 Less. RocyCle 
B ook  
, 91 E. San Fernanits 
on corner of 
3r0.  St. Call
 2116-
6271.  
DEAR STUDENTS, faculty 
and
 
employees. When you need 
insurance, 
rang it nice to know 
Mere is someone who can help 
you With all your insurance 
needs? I 
would  onion helping 
you protect 
the good things you 
have worked hard for with  
State Farm car, homeowners, 
life 
and/or  health insurance 
policy. I would also enjoy the 
opportunity  of providing you 
with dependable
 protection and 










to review your insurance needs 
at the 
time  and place of your 
convenieme.  
PARKING
 Storage. Fenced 
and lit. 
Convenient  to SJSU. 
51S/mo.  630 S. 3rd St,  Call 271. 
UM. 
DRAFTING 
table,  wood, board, 
24-036" with new vinyl drawing 
surface. Adi. 
height,
 545, PKkelt 
cryl and wood Tsq., On, Call 2/7. 
I1475 eves. 
TRIP Se Tahoe for 2. Won in 
contest and am selling. Werth 
over 1300 
Includes 
1 days, 2 
nights  in your choice



















Phone  Ernie at 247-5011. 
IRISH 
harps.
 Various sites. 
Easy to play. Sylvia Woods, Sox 
2154, Les 
Angeles,  CA MM. 
NI KKORMAT FT1 (body only) 
6190. Owens automatic wide 
angle lens wilt. Nikon Al mount, 
550. Vivitar 15-205 close focus 
20000 lens, 
Nikon  mount, S2410. 
All for sale 









 Farrar and 
Trude  Jaffe 
ACROSS 
























19 Causes to 
stop, 






24 Done in 
25 "The 































 Times Sysilloste 




44 City on the Oka 
45 Embroidery silk 






















Ledger  entries 
2 
Be
 - (be 
worried): Colloq. 
phrase 

























12 Hebrew ascetic 
14 Place where 
spikes,
 tracks, 









 role of 
a kind 
27 Catarrh 







35 Highest peak in 
New Zealand 


















49 In addition 
50 
Pitcher 





4 5 6  








































































 high schools 
Coolect
 editor 





























 Needed (41 as 
seen 
as possible
 to WO 
English 
cony eeeee
 ion at 
California  
Language 













 to stay 7 years 51,100 
to 
11.000 per month 
Prefer 
married  couples, 




























 Kith at 
Art
-West  Studios, P.O. Bet 1919. 
Los Gales, CA  
MOM,



















work  for students.
 
We sere  few pmitions open for 
responsible people 




5.400 per week, 







classes  Previous 
sales 
experience
 helpful, but not 




 Mole cinch ler 
women's 
gymnastics.  Contact 
Bruce Irvine, West Valley 
Gymnastics School at 774-0492. 




accountant  needed to
 maintain 
records and prepare financial  
statements and tax 
returns. 
Most be enrolled  in or 
completed  
Intermediate Accounting 20 





 your  










(Work Study or Student 












 and you 
must be over 
11 
and  a U.S. 




vallable.  Can help 
you get 
asHills
 rationed. Call 2974664. 
SUPPLEMENT
 your income at 
home  stuffing envelopes.
 
575/100. Send stamped,  self 









 WA MM. 















 pert. Call 
10-
6.121. Monterey
 Wieling Co. 
We have office and stock room 
ie. 
















For stock robs 
call  Mr. Ted 263-
.43. Russell's Furniture, An 






Schol in basketball, 
track, 
badminton
 and softball. 
You 
need  not be a P.E maior 
but  
once  rn coachong is 






 Ms. Esquivel at 
275-9331  ext. 
12. 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 




































11th aaaaa student beginning 3rd 
weeds,
 Dm. Call 
7772201
 





TYPIST for law firm. Full/pt 
time Will train C11 E Guild at 










 14/hr. Call 292. 
114611 front 14 p.m. 
0000 5. Set 







CRUISESHIPSI YACHTS, No 
experience 
Good
 pay? Europe! 
Australia? So Amer World? 
Send 
5401
 for APPLICATION, 
INFO.. REFERRALS to 
CRUISEWORLD, 500  60129 
Sects,, CA 
95414. 2S35 ~Ave. 
NEEDED. Nursing and clerical 
personnel Flexible 





67/hr.,  R.N.'s, 
11130/hr. 
Clerical  personnel, 










area helping elderly and 
disabled. 
Work  around your 
Class.. NO experinc 
Homemakers. Call 2141344. 
CAE
 DRIVERS NEEDED. Full 
time
 and
 part time drivers 







 female, earn 550 a day. Call 
King Cab Company 7974044. 
SEVERAL pert time 
female 




 in San 








WIC MAACO Auto Painting,  
PART TIME work for students, 







Inc. Is expanding and needs 
new 
*Malaya.  Positions open for 
manager 
trainees  and counter 
people.  We need full and part 
time people for all shifts. Cell
 
2/5-5141 between 110 and II 
a.m. 
or 7 to 5 p.m. 695 N. 5th St. 
PART TIME female Attend -
Care. Must hare car. Pay 53.50 
per hr. Flex ibie 
hrs.  
3 days per 
wk. Call 
719-19111.  
B OOK aaaaaa 
 
Noe -profit 








ROOM tor rent in a tensely 
home Call 379-23117 eves., or 






 Single girl 
ethyl Clean ler I-1/2 hrs. 
Car 
needed. I 4750 Clayton Rd., San 
Jose, Call 25131276 atter 4 p.m. 
WOULD like to find 
a finnan 








because there a 
vole.  defect 
ROOM and MEALS 
One and











Estate on one acre 
of
 land 










 or 2931463. 
NEED
 morn for Jan. break, 
Theta Chi fraternity 123 S. Ilth 
St. 




 Call 2704621, 9911492S 
ask  
for Free
 or  V.P. 
FURNISHED Apt. available 
12/4/7e, cies'  to
 commis. 13511 
for yr. leatie.29549112er ohne to 
625 S.1111151. No 1. 
2 BDRM, funs. don - clean, 
quiM UM and 
dep.  All eh. pd. 
Nonomekers. Available Jan. 




ROOMATE to share 2 bedroom 




downstairs)  on N. 
Winchester in Santa Clara. 
5100 
plus I/O POE Call










 Prefer RESP. Male 
student




























 beg with 
racquetball
 equip. and clothes 





 Fernando. Call Vic
 at 277 






Olin white, black motile. no -
PM.
 2 mos. old.









































































 Mon.  Peg 
waft 
UNW   
hale removed 
 . 
Spechslist   C1111. 
torrential 335 S. Baywood Ave., 
San Jose. Call 
247-7446.  













HAPPY anniversary isi West. 
meet Neve you have 
a 
great 
day In Nim. Thanks
 so much? 
Love. Dienps, 




core of Joie. 






I AM a warm, tenthly', 
han-
dicapped man with a speech 
defect. I would like to share my 
thoughts and my feelings with  
woman 
companion Please call: 
7912304. 
TO 441110 1101 Pike, Sig Mac, and 








 for the 
trouble 
I tauted and did 
to















 IBM., of Allen 
Noll Merry Christmas! Lore, 



























Have   
great  
week. Can you gums who I am? 




lore you. Lucy,  
co aaaaa s
 Is: Jan, Jane, Lisa, 
Mary, Monica. Rosa, Sonya and 
SJS 
Women's  volleyball 
The 
clss of 
ny    
Stereo
 
MISERLY music lovers max 
mise 




AUDIO  EN 





service with the widest
 selection 
of the 
highest  fidelity, of the 
lowest prices. 
Nearly  300 brands 
of
   compacts, corn.  
ponnts, esoteric
 and pro 
equipment tor the car, 
home,
 
stagy or studio Also 
TV's,  
VCR's and vadeo games. All 
items with 1011w  by.
 30 -day
 














labor. Doc washer and
 5 fr. 
LP's with 






6100 or more 








price. Cal 25/5550 ny 
lime .cept




faculty  only 













over 11 and l,oing together 
bsolutely  confidential. 
No 
blood test. No 
waiting  period. Be 
married  near campus
 by Rev. 
Don, 8.S., 0.0. Call 9904149. 





are ex aaaaa Mos 
of love, soft, 
elegant
 and 












a family in England 








52 to Peace Inc., P.0.11100 27749, 
Denver,
 CO M177.
 Deodlin Jan. 
31, 1910. PEACE INC 











SCALE  offers one 
to terve
 units, lob 
experrence  
and valuable contacts. Eplore
 
your career aspirations




 in 52 degree 
areas. Register now.
 SCALE is a 
tree 
SJSU
 progrm. Old 
C aaaaaa ia Building 
CU! 2/7 
2147.  
TUTORIAL sessions' Latin, 
Italian Iplus
 lit and history). 
duction 
(credntiels 
programs)  Mrs. Lona C yin 
cent. 
MA





 Certified. Near 
campus. Call 246 11140. 































 Flights 19/10 
Domestic
 and international iet 
flights 
anywhere
 at discount 
fares ... We 
also
 r  
I 
all 
charter operators  
(including
 
Laker) ... Hawaii ... 
Minicco  
E urope ... Asia ... Africa .. 
Mahone South and 
Central  
America
 ... U.S.A.... Jet flights 
anywhere  I services
 and 
discount fares  International 
Student Ideritity Card issuance 







... Stud*t  ships and trains 
Infra -European flight bookings 
and tickets . Insurance . wide 
map selection  Luggage 
B
ackpacks  ..Hard to find travel 
books ... Voltage converters 
Camping tours  Club Med 
Trip
 and
 Travel Planning 





 Mon -Fri., 9. 






 IGENT TYPING 





PROFESSIONAL typing: All 
kinds IBM Corr. Selectric 
II. 




 typing, Theses, 
U.S.
 Pats by Stanford Univ. 
6.   
in my
 






PROP, ems typist Fast,  
IC. 
able. ION Corrective Selectric. 
Call 252.8058. 





fast Rees   
Call 769
 6674 
BERKELEY Typing Agency 
ProfessionI  services 
Reasonable rates 
Open
 9 a m 
to 7 p m , AA F PHONE 707 1710 
or drop 




downtown San Jose 
(1 
0144k up from 





























perienced. Deadlines   
teed Low rates Call Jeannie
 at 
274 1975. 
TYPING. Accuracy, neatness 
and deadlines
 guaraeteed Exp. 
in Masters,
 reports and 
0l
 ions.   by 
SJSU 
G aaaaa le Department
 
IBM 
Selectric 11. Muni San 
Jose, Blossom 
Valley  area. Cal 
Janet at 2274525. 










TYPING Service. 6 yrs. exp. 
with theses, term papers, 
resumes, letters.  etc.
 Cal 732. 
7134 




manuscript  with no 
immediate  deadline. IBM 





area.  Please no 
graphs
 or 











Sheila at 2714121. 
TYPING: IBM 
Corr, Seiectric 
Reports, term papers, theses, 
dissertations, 
letters.  tecchnical 
typing,
 etc Familiarity with all 





Kathie ar 571 



















Classified Ads. Just 



















appros.mately  30 
letters  and spaces for each Iline)
 
Print  name 
Phone   
Address
  
City   Enclosed Is $ 
SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER 
OR CASH TO.
 
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED 
SAN JOSE STATE 
UNIVERSITY  
SAN JOSE, 




Doodhne  Iron days prior io 
pubhcatron 
 Consecutive publecat aaaaa dales only 
 No refunds 

























196  H in 


















on May I 
in conjunction
 with a 
public 
lecture  










 for the 
seminar 

























 only two 























































































-continued from page 1 
The particulates aren't 
considered  very dangerous 
under the current 
federal
 standards because of their 
light  weight, but it is  their smallness which makes them 
more 
breathable,  and therefore, potentially more 
hazardous than the heavier 
ingredients  of smog, ac-
cording to Sandberg.
 
Sandberg's theory is partially supported by Robert 
D. Bornstein, associate professor of the SJSU 
Meteorology 
Department.  
"The only way the moderate label could be inac-
curate," Bornstein said, "is that the federal standards 
lecture  
here,
 but only 
the  second 
















now  up, he said, and 
We
 can't 
guarantee  she 
will
 renew it, so 
this may be 















 fee for a 
lecture and 
seminar  
is $4,000 and 
the Program 
Board may 

























money  raised 
by the 
admission  fees 
to further
 her research at Gombe
 National Park in 









-registered can add 
the two-unit 
class, which 







 on the first

















hours  spent in 
direct
 contact 
with  Goodall," 
he said. 
don't  take into 
account the 
fact
 that the 
small  particles 
penetrate farther into the lungs." 
Bornstein 
agrees that the federal standards will 
probably be revised in the next few years. 
"The law doesn't differentiate
 between small par-
ticles and large ones," Bornstein said, "but instead 
measures only the total mass of particles in the air." 
What the revision would rectify, according to 
Bornstein, would be to take into consideration how many 
of the small particles are present. 
Meanwhile, San Jose is likely to have stagnant, foul -
looking air for the next week or so, said Ty Littell, a 
graduate teaching assistant in the SJSU Meteorology 
Department. 
"The air will clear some this afternoon 
because  of 
some northerly breezes," Littell
 said. But it will only be 
a temporary reprieve from the smog as the jet stream 
continues to avoid California, he said. 
Couple tells
 of care home 
trouble 
-continued from page 1 
The wife is a 
nervous  wreck," she said 
speaking  of 
what she 




-The husband is too. 
They  live in the 
house. 
They  live with that." 
One 
husband  and wife team 
managing  a facility for 
the mentally 
disabled






 as "Tom and Kathy," 
they manage a 
large board and 
care  facility in the campus 
community. 
Neither has 
any previous training in 
care
 for the 
mentally handicapped
 and were hired because 





 homes is owned by Marie Rubino, a 
Palo Alto resident, who 
could  not be reached for 
com-
ment. 
According to the managers, their
 pay is $135 a week for 
24-hour, 7 -day -a -week service.
 Since the beginning of 
their employment, neither has
 received a vacation. 
Another facet of the money
 problem the managers 
pinpoint is the food budget. 
"Whatever she gets 
is the cheapest," Kathy said. 
"Hamburger, chicken, 
hot  dogs, Wonder bread." 
During
 the interview on Saturday,
 one of the em-
ployees was preparing
 a meal of hot dogs and beans for 
dinner.
 Kathy said weekend meals were 
usually "real 
skimpy." 
"Once I asked for 
six cans of yams and got six 


















there.  It 
was  
mostly
 what I 
could 
keep 













































leaks  when 
the freezer
 in the 
kitchen  
upstairs  is 
defrosted.  
"She 
won't  let me 
buy the 





there  was a 
death 
sillily,













and  Tom 
are
 forced to 
feed the 
residents








wants  to take 
care of 
people







































reside,"  reads 
the report. 
Fullerton wants foot patrol funds
 
-continued from  
page 1 
With financing 
for  the new parking 
garage just approved, Fullerton said she 
is now hoping
 to get financing for a 
permanent
 foot patrol on 
campus.
 
University Police are now 
patrolling 
the campus, after
 the recent murder of 
an SJSU student near campus, "but 
they  
are on a temporary basis," Fullerton 
said.  "We don't have any
 funding to 
make them permanent;




"We can't promise it on a permanent 
basis," she said. 
Executive 
Vice  President Jack 
Coleman  said the University Police are 
working in teams
 with San Jose City 
police,
 staggering their patrols to 
eliminate  setting discernible patterns. 
Coleman said city police on the 
campus teams have said there is "more 
arrest activity" in the campus area than 
in any other area in the city they have 
patrolled.
 
Coleman said he 
hopes to make a 
case, based on the city police 
reports,  for 




 commented on the recent 
decision by the 
Board  of Trustees to 
allow student non -voting participation 
in 






































not "feel free 
to speak 
with  utter 






























 was a 





















 it is a 
moot point 
- the trustees




 - their 

















 pay to 
make
 up for 
a salary 
freeze for 














Fullerton  said 




 that the 
"retroactive"
 pay is 
unconstitutional.
 








 can go out 




























 look at the 
stuff
 
Met men and women sacrofice 
The, homes then hearts and 
then humanity for 
"Dope 
Millionaire" A 
Whorl  dollars m a gym 
bag 
Ufr machine gun and a hot tub 





 Goddess of 





 of a Gar 
'The Little Engine That Did 
A successful young choochou 
t .111 pens the price for  stack full 
of toot 












Woman's  Undress for 
Success Book"  A delightful 
peek at the hard 
driwrog  
hustriesswornan 















































class lessons and supplementary materials 





 to make up missed lessons 











Opportunity  to trensfer to and continue
 study at 
any 
of
 our Over BO 
centers 













































will be held at 1 
p.m. 
tomorrow  in 
the S.U. 
Pacheco Room. Call 
Quang, 277-8400
 or Hang, 
251-6323. 
   
A Sunday worship 
will 
be held by the Campus 
Ministry in the Campus 
Christian Center Chapel. 
The times will be 5 p.m. for 
Protestants and 8 p.m. for 
Roman Catholics. For 
more information call 
Peter Koopman or Dan 
Derry, 298-0204.
 





will  be performing in the 
S.U. Ballroom tomorrow
 at 
8 p.m. For more informa-
tion call 998-1072. 








 will be 
held  
from 1-3 








 for more 
information. 



















   
The 
Inter -Varsity 
Christian  Fellowship 
is 
holding a 







of meeting, call Mike 
Stiffel, 277-8653
 or Kathie 
Barron,
 288-7375. 




















Dudley Moorhead Hall, Rm 161 
Sponsored by 








Campus Ministry at 
7:30 a.m. today at Jonah's 
Wail, 300 S. 
10th St. For 
reservations 
call  Peter G. 
Koopman
 at 298-0204. 
   
El Concilio will meet at 
5 p.m. today in the A.S. 
Council 
chambers.  For 
more information
 call Rosa 
Nieto  at 277-3034. 




 hold a Bible 
study 
today at 
12:30  p.m. in the 









Gilbert  and 
Sullivan
 Society of 
San 
Jose will 
present the play 
"Iolanthe"  at 8 
tonight  and 
tomorrow night.
 For ticket 





































(Open 7 days a week) 
Celestial
 




















































Society  of 
San  
ill present
 the play 
he" at 8 














































and  triumph 
by Mark 
Marymee 
Thai '70a - a 
time of 
turbuiance  and 
triumph. A time
 or exposing 
"secrets"
 and 
covering  up 
facts.
 A time of 
military  pullout 
and political 
kidnapping.  A 
time when a 
peanut 








not  looked at so 
kindly.
 
It was a 










 attempted. It 
was  a time of 
peace  
making in contrast to the 
overthrow
 of d 
monarch.
 It was a time





 and the end
 of 






Australian  desert. 
It 
was  the 
'70s.  
1970:









 at Kent State 
University.
 





returned  to the 
ring
 after 43 months
 of boxing 
exile following his 









Quarry in a scheduled 
12 round,  non tit
-
bout 
A television experiment 
composed  of  
nasal -voiced, New York attorney
 and a 
country boy quarterback from 
Texas  turned 
into the premier 




 Monday Night Football. 
George C Scott refused to accept an 
Academy
 Award 
for his portrayal of a soldier 
slapping
 tank commander  in "Patton
 " 
In 
the book world, a part-time marathon
 










 charges of mass 
murder
 by a 
U.S.
 











  Brian Moss 








   Denise Downer 
Art  Director 
Mike 
Masters  
Assistant  Ad 
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Mace,  Roger 
Myers.  Paul 



































Malvini,  Robin 
Masuda,  Patrice 
Mickowski.  Tony 
Nassaney,
 Sherry Pearl. 
Adele 










 Diana  
Vallario. Joan
 Wynn 










Washington.  D.C. 
turned





when  13.400 
protestors  











involvement  in Vietnam
 to the New 
York Times
 which printed 
them  as "The 
Pentagon  Papers 




Penitentiary died in the 





Carrot O'Connor potrayed everyone's
 
idea of a bigoted, obnoxious blue collar 
worker as Archie Bunker in 




-All in the 







 20 years of hostility




when  he visited Peking in 
February.
 
Five men linked 
to
 the Committee to Re 
elect the 
President  were arrested for burglary 
during "bugging  
' exercise at Democratic 
National Headquarters at 






 Governor George Wallace was 
gunned down and crippled at a shopping 
center parking lot in 
Maryland  during the 
1972 Presidential campaign








 his running 
mate
 









from the party's 
ticket after 
the Missouri Senator









his  career 
Eight Palestinian terrorists took 
nine  
members of the Israeli 
Olympic  team hostage 
during the 1972 
Olympic




 All 17 



























































































was found to 
contain
 the 
now tamous 18 minute
 gap 
Spiro 
Agnew resigned as 
vice  president of 
the United
 States, prior to 
being  convicted on 







 Agnew.  
Actress Linda 
Blair made her screen debut 
as a young 
girl possessed 




 of William Peter Blatty's 
bestseller
 "The Exorcist.' 
1974: If Richard 
Nixon  thought he had 
problems in  1973. 1974 was not any easier 
for 
the 37th president 
The U S. Supreme
 Court ordered Nixon to 
yield 
his  tape 
recordings.  
The House Judiciary Committee passed 
the first 
bill of impeachment of a U S 
president
 since 
the  1860s 
August 9 
Nixon  resigned as president
 of 







 the 311th 
president
 and later 
granted  Nixon 
a full
 pardon
 for any 






Patricia Hearst was 
kidnapped from her Berkeley 
apartment  by a 
group of terrorists 
proclaiming  to be the 
Symbionese Liberation
 Army 
"Streaking" hit the 
country as thousands 
of
 naked students trapsed
 across campuses 
throughout
 the nation. 




Communist forces as the 
United
 States hastily exited
 from the area 
Patty 





 and was 
charged
 with 





captors.  the SLA 
A 






of filmgoers to 













































 terrorists at 
Entebbe  
Airport in Uganda 
Billionaire Howard 
Hughes died during 
a 
flight 
to Houston, Tex. for















published  the story 
of the 
decade -long 








 Anwar Sadat 
became the 
first
 Arab leader 
in nearly 30 
years to 
visit  Israel 
Entertainer




















-Alaskan  pipeline 
began 
pumping oil from 
oilfields  located 
throughout  the state 
Gary 













in the Canary Islands 
was the 
scene of the 




 a Dutch 
airliner 
collided  with 






 R2D2 and 
C3P0  won the 
hearts  of 
movie-goers  in 
"Star
 Wars." the 
largest 
grossing  film in motion picture history.
 
1978: A  San Francisco
 Minister, Jim 
Jones.
 and 900 of 
his followers perished 
in a 
mass
 murder suicide ritual at the People's 
Temple colony in 
Guyana 
Pope Paul 
VI died of a 
heart attack and 
was succeeded by John -Paul I.
 who
 died after 
34 days
 as pope Polish Cardinal 
Karol  
Woityla. succeeding John Paul I. became the 
first non Italian pope in over 400 
years 
Test tube baby Louise
 Brown was born in 
England,  becoming










 won the heavyweight 
boxing
 title an unprecedented third
 time when 
he 
beat Leon Spinks in New Orleans 
The 
movie  -Animal House" set off
 a rash 












 war in the Middle 
East  through 





Iranian  mobs, spurred on by the 
exiled 
Ayatollah 
Ruhollah Khomeini. ousted Shah 

















 the worst commercial
 nuclear 
accident in the nation's 
history.  
The National 
Aeronautics  and Space 
Administrations 
Skylab
 ended it's 
short  life in 
space
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Serpentine   59.95 
29.97  
Lovely 20" Serpentine   69.95 34.97 
Medium 18" Cobra   
119.95 39.97 




16" Serpentine   
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REG. $365 .00 
$243" 
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 woke up to 











education   
Students
 








Craig  Henderson 
"Students have 
got to become not 
so 
much in control 





 as we move 
into the '80s," said 
A.S. President Nancy 
McFadden. 
"We're
 not asking for control," she 
said.  
"But we should 
be
 an equal member of 
the  
campus community. 
"We're  not looking 
for tokenism," 
McFadden said. "What we 
want is in-
stitutionalized input so it's a 
matter  of course 
that when there's 
a decision that affects 
students, students are consulted. 
"We're
 moving closer and 
closer to 
that," she said. 
McFadden
 sees a trend of students 
exercising more 
influence  on their univer-
sities.
 "As students become more 
respon-
sible. we are given a bigger role in 
the 
JUMBO MEAL DEAL 
JUMBO JACK, LARGE FRIES AND LARGE SOFT DRINK! 
A 
100°.  beef patty 
on a toasted 
swirltop
 sesame -seed
 bun garnished 
with 
tomato.
 chopped onions leaf
 lettuce, 
pickles 
end a special 
sauce.
 A crispy order 
of golden brown





, ***** me, 141 
combo.. soy ellost etter 
Sts  
&Maim  It 
in,, 
























In today's fast -forward pace, 




the  security, 
of home
 or a particular job. As their 
children  get older and more 
iersiepenrient, women 
particularly
 may find 
themselves
 trapped ir. the 
routine  (4 a -gaily life 
which  is no longer 
fulfilling.  And it is 
scarey
 to gel out\ /1(0 
find out where they











We are a 
new 
resourttnte,













































Park  Or 
Suite 111. San Mateo 
345-8241
 
Have a one hour Counseling Session Free! 
governance  of the CSUC 
ICalifornia State 
University and Colleges) system," she said. 
One of the maior
 examples of the trend, 
McFadden
 said, is that the Board of Trustees 
put a non -voting student 
position  on the 
faculty 




"It's such a monumental
 change from the 
status quo," McFadden said. 
"Voting 
positions on the committees
 can and will 
come, but only if students are 
responsible
 in 
their positions on the committees." She 
pointed 
out that there are a large 
number  of 
positions available




 feel that 
filling
 out




McFadden said. "Now 
we've got our chance 
to make a 






 gradually getting 
positions 
on many 
committees  that run SJSU. 
"Students
 
are on the committees 
that  select 
.deans," she said. 
"There  is a student on the 
board of trustees 
" 
McFadden sees students
 having more 
power as a 
lobbying force in 
government.  
"Students have got to 
continually convince 
legislators
 that we're not 
simply students, 
we're voters too." 
Students need to exercise
 power because 
"higher  education is being 
threatened by 
Prop.










copies  on 100°.
 cotton 
 Resume copies 
 Spiral/Veto
 binding 










Stevens  Creek Blvd. 
Cupertino,







Jarvis It, a 
proposition
 that will come 
before 
California voter
 in June, would
 cut state 
revenue
 84.9 billion




those  cuts in 
money  are in 
concert
 
with  a lack of 
understanding 
and  support 










McFadden  ;aid 
"Students, 
more  than other groups. are the 
ones who 
know
 the value of a higher
 
education. 




McFadden fears that the 
tax -stashing 
initiatives
 will mean tuition for SJSU students 




whole  con 
cept of the CSUC system," she said. 
"Thp
 






providing education for as many students a, 
possible, not
 lust those that can afford it." 
The 
first
 task facing students
 in the '80s. 
McFadden 
said,  is fighting the Jarvis II 
proposition.
 
McFadden said another task students 
face in the '80s "is getting more control over 
student fees." Part of the fees students pay 




presidents  in the
 CSUC 






 the A.S. budget, 
McFadden  said 
Former
 SJSU President  John 
Bunzel  exercised 
that
 power in 1974, 
vetoing that A.S. 
budget 
because it 
didn't allocate money 
to
 athletics. 
The A.S took 




effect lost the 
case." 
McFadden  said. "The ruling said 
we
 could 
phase out allocations for 
athletics,  but we 
could 
not stop the allocations all at 
once."  
McFadden said 
student  leaders are 
developing 
legislation  to 
take
 away the 
president's  power to veto
 the A.S. budget 
McFadden said student







 She said the 
influence




 getting actions, it's the 
questions students ask 
on committees, it's 
the point a student 
makes.
 it's 'mooing the 
student perspective wherever 
possible."  
"Student leaders of the '80s 

























once in four years 
will 
provide the setting for an SJSU International 
Travel  
Study  Tour in the summer of 1980. 
"The 
Summer Olympic 
Games  in the 
Soviet  Union" is the title of the 22 -day 
travel
 
course led by 
SJSU









 will pay $2600 for
 airfare, 
room and board 
for the 22 days. He said the 
group  will have tickets to 
see events such as 
gymnastics,






diving,  and 
weightlifting.  There 
;1,,,tunities











tickets once the group
 arrives, he said 
The tour will leave San 
Francisco on July 
19. 
stop at New York and 
proceed
 to 
Leningrad for four days of 
sightseeing  and 
cultural
 events. The group 
will then go to 
Moscow for 





 move on to sightseeing in other 
areas
 of Russia. 
"They don't allow you
 to stay at the 
Olympics 
the whole time," Menendez 
said 
"They're 
moving  people in and out."  
Menendez, who has 
never been to 
Russia, 
has  been involved 
with
 the Olympic 
Committee for more 
than
 25 years. 
"I 
was asked to be a part of 
it (the tourl 
because rye 
been involved 
with  three 
Olympiads
 as a 
coach,"  he
 said. 











 in Rome, 
being  assistant 




 at Munich in 1972, and 
acting as head coach






don't think I'll ever go 
again,'  
Menendez 
said  of his Olympic 
coaching  ex 
penances.
 
"It's too time 
consuming: 
Because of rigorous
 training and 
competing 
schedules, he said he 
was  "away from home 
The 1980 
Olympic




 who speaks 
fluent
 Russian, 
Menendez said, therefore avoiding
 any 
language  problems. But he 
said those making 
the 




because Russia is not "consumer oriented."
 
Standards of service 
and  accommodations 
might not be what 
Americans are used to 
"I don't think there would be any
 political 
problems," Menendez said.
 "A visitor should 




remembers,  however, a time 
when the  
Olympics weren't 
treated
 as a   
cultural experience He 
along  with the U.S. 
soccer team, was housed in the 
Olympic
 
Village with the athletes
 who were taken 
hostage
 by Arab terrorists
 in Munich 
'Their
 




from us. ' he said. "We woke








Menendez  said there wasn't much the 
West German security could 
have done at the 
time. 
"The security at 
Munich
 was pretty 
good," he said. 
"But what took place was 
based on some 
long-range planning:' He also 
said some of the people 
employed in the 





in the terrorist activity. 




is little chance of 
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that would be 
foolhardy," he said. "It 
would be difficult 




1980 Olympic trip will 
provide
 new 
traveling  experiences for 
some
 of those 
participating.
 
Once the SJSU group's Olympic 
stay  is 




A visit to lrkutski, the capital of Siberia, 
will include a visit to a training site for winter 
sports. This part of the tour will include an 
opportunity to observe the Soviet Union's 
approch to sports and physical 
education.
 
The course is, 
incidentally,
 offered on a 
credit/non-credit basis for 
three units of 
Continuing Education.
 But its main purpose is 
to experience 




only  1 
block  from 
SJSU 
SAN JOSE 



















































































and  American students to 
gether at San Jose State. Come  











 - Feb. 23 
We need folk
 dance
 groups from the U.S. to Japan and eveywhere on between to join 
us for 
our  annual folk dance, song and cultural show. 
Food Bazaar - April 23 
We need people 
with 
appetites






















W. need people to help new foreign students at 
SJSU
 during Registration Week, Both 
U.S. students and speakers of other languages, if 
you can help,  complete the form 
below and 
mail  it to
 the address given. 
INDONESIA  
FILIPINO  INDIAN  ARABIAN  






 t980 address'   
City 
Zip  




For at least one
 day between Jan
 21. and 25. 
before  closes begin 
I con help foreign
 
students. I will 
expect  a telephone 
call or letter about





 will be 
convienient
 for me. Send





International  Center,  360 
So.
 




 inform° or call 
her, Mon. Fri. 
B:00 to 500 at 


























































































 AVE. CAMPBELL  374-4000 
Pge 7 





Work  force evens out 
by 




bad  enough 
to be a girl 
anyway 
when I 
like boy's games 
and work and 
manners!" 
--
 The Little 
Women,  copyright 
1947,















women of the 
house  were 
expected  to remain 
in 
the home and 
take
 care of the 
children,  do 
the cooking,
 house 
work  and so 
on. 
Well,
 things changed 
considerably  as 
America




the  kitchen, and, 
indeed,  left the 
house,
 to 
go to work for pay. 
As Americans have 
progressed 
throughout the century,
 women have been 
entering the lob market in 
ever-increasing
 
they didn't have to be stereotyped into being 
the only 
working member of a family who 
brought home a paycheck each week. And 
the 
added supplement of two paychecks 
coming in is a benefit that no one can deny. 
As America enters the '80s,
 questions 
arise as to whether jobs will be 
opening
 up to 
accommodate the 
influx of new workers. 
Whether people, both men and women, will 
be hired depends
 on many factors, namely, 
the economy. 
Other  factors include the future 
impact 
of the women's movement, improved
 
child care facilities,







Women entering the labor 











 in society 







post-war  periods, 
after 
World 





 up 20 
percent of 





 of 1975, 
more




















estimate  for 
women
 in the 
labor 
force  in 
1985,
 will







changes  in the types
 of women who 




1940.  the typical female 
worker 
was  young and 
single, while 
















 married women 
entered  or 
reentered the 







these post-war changes 
is 
that the profile of the
 female  labor force is 
beginning
 to 
correspond  to the profile of 
the 
total 
female  population. In 
simple
 terms, this 
means that 
more  women are 
working







And they are 
catching
 up with men with 
regard  to pay 
and
 benefits. 
The  1960s saw a woman's 
movement 
grow 
Legislation  was passed for the first 
time 
making 
it illegal for employers to pay a woman 
employee less for the same 
amount or type of 
work a 
man  would do. 
During 
the last decade, the woman's 





 to realize that 




 work, and who 
couldn't be 
discriminated 
against in the job 
market. 
With 
this shift in 
attitude  on the 
part  of 
both men 
and  women, 








that they could 





husbands  if they 
both  worked. 
Men  found that 
Another




men  being the employers and 
doing all the hiring, women will be the 
em-
ployers








1980s  approach, 
the  demand for
 




 is on the 










women  and minority 
hiring or because of 
a 
realization






 men on 
any  level. 
and can 
do the job 
just
 as well. 
Ruby




broker  for Paine Weber,
 said that 
business has been
 a male dominated 
area  for 
many 
years. She sees that 
situation  changing, 
however. 
Guill graduated from SJSU with a MBA in 
business. Eight years ago she went to work 
for Paine Weber, which up until that time, was 





 men I work 
with treat 
me like an equal." She enjoys work 
because there are 
no
 barriers to what she can 
do. She works 10 to 12 hours 
some days, 
opening and closing investment accounts. 
For women who plan to get into business. 
Guill 
said, "as long 




at what she 
does, than 
she can go f 
ar."  
She believes that, "As long as a woman 
wants to work 
hard,  she should expect and 
receive equal pay for 






its women employees equal 
salaries  for the 








































































































Skyline  Exclusives 
FREE 
LIFETIME SKI TUNE-UP 
Buy a new
 pair of skis
 from 
us 




 a year. for as 
long as you own your 
skis.  
FREE 
GUARANTEED BUY BACK PROGRAM 
Starting
 September t5 1979. 
buy  
any new ski. 
toot. binding or 
pole and we 
will  buy back at 50% 
lor
 trade-in 




A lifetime fin -it guarantee on 
any new ski bought 
from Sky-
line We will repair tor 
FREE 

















W. SAN CARLOS 
Near



























1172 N. Capitol Ave. 
San 



















children's  literature, according to 
several
 people in the field. 




literature  written which reflects modern and 
enlightened  




 Elliott, who teaches a 
children's literature course. 
With few
 exceptions, intentionally non, 
sexist books were not published
 until the early 
1970s
 as an outgrowth of increased 
activity 
in
 the Women's Movement, said Julie 
Pifer,  
children's librarian at San Jose City Library, 
"I think 
it is a good thing," Pifer said. 
adding
 that publishers' attitudes 
have 
changed 









 element to try and
 change 
society




Now that non-sexist literature
 has been 
accepted, the element of defiance 
can be 
toned down and "I am 
hoping  that now more 
people 
are doing this they 
will
 get better  
quality things," Pifer said. 
"I want them to be good books, with real 
characters,
 and not lust 
plain  stereotypes  
of 
anything," she said, 
"People are consciously 
trying  to write 





























































































Mtherva  A 
MIS  t OM) 
Non-sexist
 books are 
available  at the 
San Jose 
library. 
citing  "Free to be 
Me and 
Thomas as an example. 
Presenting children with a mixture of how 






books helps children from 
developing  a one-
sided
 view of the world said Nancy Cooper 
































































"It was a big issue and it was 
healthy to 
have all that come out," Cooper said. 
However, Cooper thinks it 
is also im-
portant for the older books to be kept on the 
shelves 
for
 children to read. 
"Readers are now very aware of sexism 
,ind when they see that in an older book that 
'lives
 insight into the 




 "it will be very 
lear
 that 
was another era." but tight now 
nildren  still need
 guidance by a 
parent or 
teacher when reading books that depict 
people
 unrepresentatively.  
Even in her children's literature class. the 
.piC




have to raise their 
consciousness  
anymore.
 It is 
already  there," 
she  said. 
On the other hand, sexism in books
 is of 
trigs
 
interest to the students in Elliott's 
hildren's
 literature class, Elliott said, adding 
that









 said she looks 
forward
 to the day 
when
 the people who are students now begin 
said.
oaiwrite their own books. 




All three women 
agreed  there was still a 




are  beginning to write them now,
 
but we need more of them," 
Elliott  said. "Like 
anything, it is going to take
 a long time to get 





said  that although
 things were 
changing,
 ''I don't think 
we want to go too
 far 
and 
say we want 
everything  in reverse.
 What 
I 
would  like to see
 is that children








 she would 
like to 
see books
 where boys 





















Pifer also cited books of the other
 as
 
treme such as -The Bobbsey
 Twins" and 
Louisa Mae Alcott's books, "Little Women" 
and 









The roar of auto traffic
 may surround SJSU, but the campus grounds
 
themselves hear only the quiet crunch of bicycle 
tires,
 and the rumble 
of skateboard wheels and 







Ton,  DurICelll 
photo
 
































of the nuclear fuel
 cycle, 
from the
 mining of uranium 







 wastes to 
the 






with  an array of 
unsolved 





































The hills of 
Red Rock 
Arizona,  the 
nor-
thern 








 has been 
profitable 
for  some. 
But  there 
are 25 













































































































































much  radiation, or what 
length
 of exposure is 
safe for 
humans. Permissible












plant workers, the exposure




It is estimated that nuclear power
 plant 
workers are 
normally exposed to 
something 
under 700-800 





































 energy produced in this 
country,  
but  










 by the 
















all indicate that 




 sites left 
for radioactive waste








number of states has






into a dilemna that 
has







believed to be 
the most 
feasible  disposal,  but
 the problem 
of 









that we do not have
 the 
scientific feasibility or scientific capability at 
present to assess the isolation stage in a 





 that we lack a sound 
physically based predictive capability 
Nuclear accidents 
The 
lack of physically 
based 
predictive  















threatened to explode or allow enough heat to 
build in the core to cause a meltdown,  was 
never 
anticipated  in engineering studies 
Robert D Pollard, a former reactor 






lesson  to be 
learned  from Three Mile Island is that we 
cannot rely on 
computer  predictions 
The 
public cannot rely on the government
 
to 
cover  loss from nuclear accidents 
A government study 
in 1957 of the worst 
possible case for a nuclear accident showed 
S7 billion damages to public and private 
property  Yet. the Price Anderson Act was 
passed, providing
 a maximum of $560 
million 
in the event of any nuclear accident 
A follow-up study in 1965 increased the 
expected property 
damages to $17 
but the Price 
Anderson  Act 
was renewed 
for  






In 1977, the act
 was renewed, once 
again at the 
Same  maximum for ten more 
years
 
Not only is federal 








 and health insurances are 
invalid in 
the event of a nuclear accident 
Economics 
Excluding  the 
likelihood
 of nuclear ac-
cidents,  the issue





economic  edge over 
other  
forms  of 
energy generation 
is hotly debated. 




















and E  
apparently  has no 
interest
 in 










 In 1978 PG and 



























unequipped  to do so. 





 depend on 
a non-renewable
 resource 
The world's known 
uranium  reserves are 
about 
1.2 




Agency predicts an 
annual
 
world  demand of 




uranium by the 
year  2000 
The transport of nuclear fuel 
and 
spent  


















 the longer 




























 oil for the rest
 of this 
century.
 .the nation 




















 should be maintained 
when 
dealing  with the fate of fission nuclear 
power plants, according to pro nuclear
 ad-
vocates. 
The Three Mile Island accident in Penn-
sylvania
 culminated
 a series of lesser
 nuclear 
power  plant mishaps and triggered some of 
the most potent actions against the nuclear 
industry. 




 have dominated the media 
with 
a flood of well intended, understandably 














































 has caused 
quite a 
scare lately. 
Some  say a 
terrorist
 group could 
steal  the 
fissionable
 material used 
to power nuclear 
plants
 to manufacture
 bombs. The 
terrorists.  
they say,
 could hold large 
populations  hostage 
with the threat

















 plants because 
of the threat 
of terrorist 
action are 
overlooking  obvious 
facts.  
From 1960 to 
1964, Myronuk
 worked at 
the 
Chelk  River 
Project
 of Atomic 
Energy  of 
Canada 
Ltd.
 where he 




Basically,  he 
said,  









 it and build a 








 with many other
 
devices.  










 in minute 
quantities  as 
easily  












 the chance of 
detection by 
geiger counters, a 
man  can walk 
about town carrying a i711111011 potential 
deaths
 in his trouser
 pockets. 
No blueprints
 or team of crazed 
nuclear 
engineers would be needed 
to build a 
sophisticated means of 
spreading the toxic 
biological agent. 
A person could shatter a 
glass vial 
containing a few grams of the 
substance 
against
 the side of a reservoir 
dam  which 
holds  a city's 
water supply. 
In a short time, the undetected germs 
would find 
their  way through the faucets of a 
million homes and 
hospitals would overflow 
with the dead and the dying.
 




 of nuclear power plants 
yet  it is a 
fact some overlook. 
Why make a nuclear bomb which, despite 
detailed blueprints,
 needs sophisticated 
assembly procedures? 
Why not place the radioactive material 
around 
conventional  high explosives which 
would cost less and have less explosive yield 





Why not just buy a ready made bomb 
from some radical
 government which sym-
pathizes
 with the 
group? 
The fear of the 
unknown motivates 
persons to avoid subjects like atomic energy.
 
We live with fossil fuel pollution, death 
from coal miner's black 
lung disease and 
dependence on foreign oil because we fear 
claims  that nuclear power plants could 
produce cancers or could melt down or blow 
up. 
How  many times have anti-nuclear
 ad-
vocates shown 
statistics  that 
radiation
 
leaking from a nuclear 
plant could cause 
cancer 
in exposed persons in twenty
 years? 
Yet a liquid 






of New York 
City could kill 80.000
 in one shot, according
 
to a 
recently published book on 
LPG hazards. 
This facility, which supplies
 energy to 
areas
 on the east coast,
















of energy are produced. 

















 of energy 




geothermal  and other 
potential sources of energy require 
technology 
beyond




technology were available, it would be in wide 
spread
 use. 
However, fission power is 
the stepping 
stone to fusion 
power,
 a powerful and ex-
tremely 
clean  method of power production 




countries lack sources for 
non -atomic methods of power 
production 
such as geothermal 
sources, windy 
hilltops 
and plenty of sunshiny 
days, every country 
has 
water.  
Fusion, the same 
process
 which powers 
the
 sun, will be the ultimate source 
of
 power. 
The public can envision 
sunshine  heating 
water in 
solar  panels, but they 
find
 the con  
cept of 
containing matter at 
160 million 
degrees needed
 in a fusion reaction 
scarey.  
Heating 
water  is easier to understand 
than 
magnetohydrodynamics.  
Yet with a better 
public  understanding of 
all 
sources








power plants and 
those 
manning  them must be 
of the highest 
caliber. Determining
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ATTENTION 
DECEMBER
 ACCOUNTING  
GRADUATES
 
Berger, Lewis & Company, a local San Jose 
C.P.A. firm is now acccepting 
applications  
for entry level staff positions. Applicants 
possess a minimum 3.25 overall G.P.A. with 
a business degree in accounting. Excellent 
starting salary, fringe benefits, and staff 
training program. Resume's should be mailed to: 
William Teglia 


























 Frank Schiavo's new
 tract 
home looks 
neat and well kept,
 but otherwise 
unremarkable.  But 
around
 back, Schiavo 
has  
built on a very 
special "patio." 
His patio doesn 




 it doubles as 
a solar room, 
working  night and day to heat 
Schiavo's 
house.  
The  "solar 
thing" is the 
patio,
 and its 
simplistic  design 
-

































Don't be duped by its modest appearance 
nine glass windows and panels on the 
roof,
 
and a red brick 
floor.  
Last Winter. Schiavo's neighbor, whose 
home 
has  an identical floor plan, had an 
average 
monthly 






















 his home 
with the
 idea of 



































' My idea was
 to show how solar 
energy 
could be adapted to an average tract 
home,"
 
he said "I 
wanted to use a very typical
 tract 







The cost  of 




 has it 
figured





 will get a 55 percent
 tax 
credit from 
the  state 
because
 the room 
is 
"solarized
 " The 








 added about 25 
percent
 
more floor space to Schiavo's 1100 square 




greenhouse  is part 













plans  to use his solar
 greenhouse to 
grow food 
in the 




outdoors in the 
summer.
 
"I'm going to try 
to
 grow food in my 
backyard and learn how







 propagate it," he 
said 
Schiavo  










 here and now." he said. 
"It's 
nothing so exotic 
that their homes 
couldn't have the
 same thing." 




Schiavo's  solar 
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That's what Sunnyvale Electronics
 
Is all about Our carefully selected 
brand names represent what we feel 
to be the best values in the home
 
entertainment  Industry. 
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 degree was almost a sure 
way  
to get a lob in 
the 1960s. But, in 1969, the 
int) 
market  changed for college graduates.
 
The primary reason 
for
 
this  change was a 






Also, a slowdown 
in the nation's 
economic growth and drop 
in need for new 
teachers 

















through  the mid -1980s. 
People will be needed
 to develop new 

















 Planning and 
Placement  
Center has several 
























The lob market is open
 in Santa Clara 
Valley because of the 
semiconductor
 in-
dustry, she said. 
Also,  
methanical and civil 
engineering  
will have 
lob openings. Allmen said. "Civil 
engineering is usually active because 
con-
struction is expanding in this area." 
As for science, 
chemistry  and biology 
offer good prospects for lobs because the 
computer science field is excellent, she said. 
A college degree in 
business  "opens quite 
few doors." said Margaret Wilkes, business 
career adviser. 
Job opportunities are 
"outstanding in the 
Santa 





She said most 
businesses are looking for 
a 
person  
with  a strong english background. 
"You need to know how to communicate." 
A 
college 
degree  is 
necessary,  
but 
potential is important 
too,  Wilkes said. After a 
person gets a job in business,  he or she
 must 
go through a 
lot of training. 
According to the Occupational 
Outlook  
Handbook, overall employment in the 
social  
sciences 









universities  will not be 
offering as many lob as they 
did in the past 
because
 of enrollment decline.
 




nonacademic  areas. But, there will be 




 a variety of careers in the 
social sciences," said Patty Kimball, 
humanities







 for people  
will  
































the  health 
field is 
expected  to 







 rates of 








 of coverage under 
prepayment
 programs wit make it easier for 
persons to pay for medical care. 
"Nurses generally have 
no problem 









is fair for lob
 
op-
portunities,  she said. 
"It's better than 
others " 
Chances for jobs always
 exist, Bryant 
said.
 "You have to keep art 
open mind." 
Other
 lobs in the 




 she said. 
But,  "it depends 
on where you 
want













in the education and 
relative  oc 
cupations  are competitive, 
according to the 
Occupational
 Outlook Handbook. 
However,
 lobs for teachers
 aides are 
growing
 
faster than average 





 continue, the 












Students can find jobs in 
the Career 




the Business Classrooms, room 
13.
 
teacher aides in relation to teachers being 
hired will increase. 
Administrative positions in 
the schools 
will be 
available  in 
the 
80s,  said Gladys Rohe, 






 a single subject 
credential






 in math, science










specialist  credentials, 
she











Employment  firms aid 
job  hunt 
by Lori 
Eickmann  
A college graduate, armed 
with his new 
degree, is ready
 to enter the lob market
 
A 
dormitory  resident wants to 
work 
during the 
summer so she can devote 
the 
semester to her studies. 
Another student
 is looking for a per-
manent  part-time job 
to
 help finance his 
education 
Employment
 agencies are 
one option 






in job hunting. said Barbara 
Maxwell.  
manager  
of Snelling and 
Snelling  Personnel 
Agency  at 
111 W. St. 
John.  
"You 






 but in the long run
 you will go to a 
company
 or corporation 
and fill out an ap
 
plication
 - and then just 
wait  for the calls." 
But,
 "when you go to 
an agency, you 
have 
a name, the 
background
 of the corn-
pany.








 that a client first sees 
an employment counselor 
to discuss the 
individual's
 job priorities 




 it's to 
find
 
out  where the 
person's 
coming from and where
 he or she 
wants to go." she 
said. 
Then, "we 
set  up an interview with a 
company.





 by telling them the 
background  of 
the 




fee which the 
client
 




 is based on the position and 
salary 
obtained, according  to Maxwell If. for 
example,
 a client gets a job which pays 
$12,000  per year, he or she would pay 
the 
agency $ 1.560 
Maxwell said 85 to 90 
percent  of that fee 
is paid by the 
employer  
Marlene Wadler,  
manager of Sunset 
Employment  Agency, said their fees are based 
on the 
client's  skills "The company won't 
pay 
the
 feel if 
the  person has no skills and has 
to be trained." she said. 
Some companies 
will split the fee with 




scale  at 
Sunset  
is 100 
percent of the first month's
 salary up to 
$1,000, 10 percent 
of the annual pay if more 
than
 $1,000  per month, and 15 percent of 







full  and part-time 
positions  are available at Sunset, Wadler said 
She estimated






 is students looking for 
permanent part time jobs. 









are looking for 
temporary  
jobs, Wadler said 










by students in the agency a 
couple  of months before graduation. 
But are employers looking for degrees or 
experience?  
"Technical  positions want both 
degrees 
and background," Maxwell
 said. "The 
problem lies in 
that  
graduates have the degree 
but no 
experience  They can't expect the 
moon."
 
Maxwell said people who are realistic in 
their goals are 




to graduate and right 
off
 make 
$25,000 per year." 
According to Wadler,




 is to 
sharpen  our skills 
and 
simply be willing to work. 
"Someone with a good mind who is 







 Services has full and part time services open 
right now! You can work 
when you want, where you want, and 




 free time into extra cash.
 
Victor Temporary Services 
4996 Cherry Ave. 
(Almaden  Expwy & Cherry) 
San
 Jose - 266-6500 
699
 Town & Country 
Shopping
 Center 
Sunnyvale  - 245-9111 
"Last year 
nearly 
half  a million 
people 
came to 








temporary  jobs are. 
Work Western.
 
NEVER A FEE TOP PAY 











1901 S. Bascom 
Ave. 
Campbell, Ca. 95008 






























groomed terrain for 
every  
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. 
SKI BEAR! 
Mt. Reba Ski Area 
P0 Box 38  Bear Valley,















From the front 
door




easy to guess 
that




























 lust the way owner Joe 
Romero  wants 
It.  
"In a health 
club you actually have to 
work to get
 results," Romero said. 
Romero's club offers 
anaerobic  exercise, 
using weights to contract muscles,  
reducing  
or 
adding  inches to the body. 
And 
unlike  many commercial spas, at 
the 
San Jose Health Club, you move the 
machines,
 they don't move you. 
That's 
active  exercise, versus passive, 
Romero said. 
Examples
 of anaerobic exercise abound 
in 
the gold -carpeted gym, where men and
 a 
sprinkling of women push, pull and press 
weights  on bars and  pulleys. 
However,
 there are 
no Mr. Atlas
 types in 
the room.
 Physiques range
 from wiry to 
huge, 
but it is 
obvious
 everyone
 has set 












The holiday season is upon us 
with Christmas coming 
up fast. Winter snow is plentiful so what better time to 
experience the thrill & beauty of cross-country skiing 
... what better way to get started than 
with THE 
NORTH FACE. We offer a complete line of cross-
country ski equipment by Fisher, Rossignol, Norrona, 
Adidas, Exel & Swix down or synthetic parkas, and 
outer shells from THE NORTH FACE as well as 
shirts,
 sweaters & knickers from Woolrich and 
Robbins. THE 
NORTH  FACE also offers ski lessons & 
clinics. With all we have to offer, you can truly make 










































offers  a personalized 
exercise 
and diet 





see  all kinds of 
attitudes."
 he said. 
"For some guys 
it's a 
real 
macho  thing. 
"One guy wanted to build himself
 up and 
go beat up his father ' 
But most members are concerned with 







"I get a lot of people who have
 been 
operated
 on with knee or elbow 
injuries After 
their  doctor recommends exercise, I 
work 
with them," Romero said 
Although
 the possibilities 
for men's 
weight








 women members,  even
 
though
 there are no seperate
 facilites for the 
previously  
men -only club 
Romero 
presently  has four to five women 
who maintain a regular program. If that 
















 on and off for









If I put my 
mind to it I can lose
 five 
pounds in a work out." 
she  said 
After Rios had a baby
 she shed 25 
pounds 
in
 three months with
 daily 
workouts  
and a diet prescribed by  Romero 
However,  
Rios  has 110 intentions
 of joining 





 I think,'  
she said. "I 
lust 
want




not full of 
muscles." 
'I've had women 









 liked to 
lift weights.''
 Romero said 
Hormones 
prevent  women from 
building 
huge 
muscles, he said. but 
















 the Los Angeles 
area,  
while northern 





















But to really improve the body takes 
about three months of 
faithful






and  women 
drop  






 Romero said 
Sticking
 to a diet
 is 80 
percent








energy  to rebuild 





 does not believe 
in crash diets. 
HIS advice is to 
eat balanced meals,  
staying  
away from fried foods,  
white bread  and sugar. 
Vitamin 
supplements
 are also 
important,  
he
 said, because 
processed









 by Romero 
because  that is 













 and exercise 
program. 
But an added incentive for women is a 
$ 1 5 monthly 
membership 


















 but there's no 
doubt you 




Stripped of a commercial
 spa's plush 
surroundings, 
there  




 to improving their 
bodies.  
The hard
 work pays off.  Just visit 
4 1 3 E. 
Santa 
Clara St. sometime, and 
you'll
 be hard 
pressed to find 
anything wrong with the 






























 AM -FM  
Receiver  has an ample
 38 RMS
 watts 
Per Channel (times 2 
ch.) 






 Hz to 20,000 
Hz with less 
than
 
















































 can buy 
this great Marantz 






























 Your Ears! 
Giant




even  the largest room 






Nolan  MIMI 
speaker systems









 well with 
any decor 
These
 speaker systems aro 
one  of Marentz's 
newest models. (So











quality  makes for great
 listening The 
strong durable
 vinyl veneer 
protective  coat 
Ing helps
 protect against
 scratches and 
scuff 
marks.







SO POWERFUL THEY 
CAN BE USED WITH THE 
MAJORITY 
















the speaker systems 
shown above, 





















complete  cost for 
the 
complete





































A spinning disc hovers above its 
expectant target, slowly descending 
toward 
an extended index finger. 
The 
freestyle,
 allows the frisbee to 
continue spinning atop his finger as he 
switches it from hand to hand behind 
his  
back, then between his legs.
 
After some more Harlem
 
Globetrotter 
like moves, the freestyle player sails the 
disc back to his partner who, in turn, keeps 
it 
in constant motion as he goes through 
his 
bag of tricks. 
The art of throwing and catching a 
frisbee has evolved into a 
graceful  new 
sport whose popularity 
typifies
 the 
widespread appeal participant sports now 
enjoy.
 
Today, more and more people are 
turning off the tube and going outside into 
the fresh air to exercise. The first problem 
encountered
 ts what to do. 
The ideal is to find
 something which is 
interesting, easy and economical. 
Jogging fits that description if east 
running doesn't bore you. 
Other activities, such as skiing, are 
plenty exotic 
and 
plenty  expensive. 
Tennis has undergone tremendous growth, 
but keeping yourself in shoes, strings and 
balls
 is no minor expense.
 
Frisbees, however,  cost a few bucks 
and they are 
all  you need. It  doesn't matter 
at 






Frisbee," Tom Schot said, 
'The charismatic nature of the 
disc's flight 
seems to capture
 the wonder of us 
all.'  
The players 
pictured  here do, indeed, 
have
 their acts together. 




frisbee, partners have elaborate 
routines 
which are 
choreographed  to music. The 
event
 has some characteristics
 of ice 
skating in 
which  partners skate together to 
music.  




 where hot-dogging is the 
sole intent 
and not just 




 flying disc. 









The distance throw 
reminds  one of the 
javelin 
throw. Ultimate frisbee 
has  seven, 









 Frisbee golf 
offers 
the benefits of 
normal golf but doesn't 
require groomed fairways 
or huge green 
fees. 
Perhaps part
 of the frisbee's appeal is 
its 
difference  from 
traditional  ball -sports. 
There are no strict requirements; all you 
need to do is 









#1 K-2 Hawk Skis  Salomon 
222 or Tyrolia Bindings 
w/Brakes  Dovre Poles 














w/Brakes  Dovre 
Poles








Tracer Skis  Salomon
 
626 or 
Tyrolia  260 Bindings 
w/Brakes  Scott Strapless 
Poles  Mounting  Tune -Up 
















































 'h mile 
east of
 




































Any  full-time student 
skiing
 at Kirkwood may buy 
a regular $15.00 all -day 
adult  
lift ticket for 
$9.00  Monday thru 
Friday
 (except holidays). 
Student
 must present 
student  body card plus drivers 
license
 to qualify. 
SKI  
FOR FREE COLOR BROCHURE . . . 
P. 0. Box IG 
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State  
Zip   
SKI WHERE THE












































 a now serene 
wilderness.  
Small groups
 no longer troubled by 
automobile noise walk 
peacefully  through a 
pristine wood in which time
 has nearly, but 
not quite, healed
 evidence of a disaster that 
leveled
 a once prosperous city nearby.
 
The 
scene  is not from some post World 
War 
III science fiction movie but rather
 from a 
typical




 Page Mill Road. 
The 258 -acre preserve
 features marked 














and using the trail guide 
pamphlet  
provided at the head of the
 trail, a hiker can 
see evidence of the
 fault near and far. 
Yard long wooden posts ringed by a 
yellow  stripe and spaced about 10 yards 
apart  
indicate the main
 1906 fault and other faults 
on the preserve. 
On a clear day at one point on the trail, 
one can see the scar of the fault as it 
runs 
northward  skirting San Francisco's
 western 
side. 
One can easily pick out Crystal Springs 
Reservoir and San Andreas 
Lake  which 
parallels Highway 280 
on the west. 
These geological
 features, used 
for 
storing 
San  Francisco's water supply,
 were 
made by damming the fault
-produced  valley. 
according to the pamphlet. 
The 
pamphlet  and the preserve 
itself is a 
result of the
 adoption of legislation
 in Santa 
Clara County 




 IMROSDI,  
in 
1972.  
San Mateo County began taking 





governed  by a board
 
of 
directors,  consists of 
12 preserves ranging 
in 
siza from the 
"pocket -sized"






Road  near Saratoga 
to the more than 
2,600 
acres of Monte 
Bello  located in the 
Page  Mill 
Road area in 
the  Santa Cruz Mountains.
 
In all, the preserves total more than 
7,000
 acres, many of which are 
located 
adjacent 














 the preserves have 
picnic tables, 
water 
faucets,  restrooms or 





open  from dawn to 
dusk. 
Some
 think visiting a crowded park is not 






Communications Coordinator for MROSD. 
She believes that the public welcomes 
undeveloped wilderness "especially at a time 
when people are looking for close
-to -home 
recreation areas that 
don't take large amounts 
of time and 
gasoline  to get to." 








in this fence 
in-
dicates the fault
 line which 
shifted  
about 




docent -led tours of district 
preserves  for 
groups of 
four or more. 
Docents
 are trained volunteers who
 can 
guide groups 




can  be arranged
 by 
calling  the 
MROSD  at 
14151965-4717.  
A regularly scheduled
 docent -led tour 





miles north of Highway 280 at the head of the 
Los Trancos Preserve every 
Sunday at 2 p.m. 




 its paths 
which 
indicated an 
earthquake related phenomenon, 
Los Trancos has become
 one of the most 
popular 
preserves  in the district. 
In 
addition to the 
posts  indicating the 
fault and 
the grand view
 of the fault 
scar, one 
can see giant 
oak trees 










 or sag 
ponds,  caused by 
the 
stretching and 
subsequent sinking of 
the 
moving 





The trail's highlight is a partially rebuilt 
fence, constructed of century -old native 
wood, showing how it stood just after the 
1906 quake. 
The 
quake offset one part of the 
fence  









--continued  from page 20 
Hikers whisper, in almost 
apprehensive  






 similar in 
magnitude  to the 1906 
8.3 San 
Francisco
 quake, were to occur. 
"You'd 
probably
 be thrown 
down," 
Foothill College 
geology  professor Tim 
Hall 
said. 
Hall, the earthquake trail 
designer.
 his 




the trail and installed
 the markers as 
a class project
 two and a half 




of earth at the 
fault is the 
result 
of two gigantic 
"plates"  of earth 
trying  
to move past
 one another. 
The western 
Pacific Plate is 
attempting  to 











occurs in a 
fraction  of a second,
 Hall said. 
What
 makes it 




 quiet and solitude
 of the area and
 
the relatively subtle 
damage 













number  of 
times
 without 
realizing  its 
geological
 significance. 





would  not be much 
one





 warns  
that 
other









the chance of encounters
 
with  
photo by Dave Burckhard 
Hikers inspect a map
 at the head of the 
Los Trancos trail. 
poison oak. Rattlesnakes are active in the area 




 follows Los Trancos Creek 
and leads hikers past dense and 
interesting
 
flora while squirrels 




hikers may see November 
poppies, 
several  kinds 
of fungi and 
huge  




















$4.92  at Webbs 
35 
East San Fernando
 St., San Jose 
99 
North  
Redwood Ave., San Jose 
















nil in Los Trancos. 
By 1983.
 MROSD wishes 
to
 have 
acquired more open space areas through 
purchases, gifts, open space easements and 
agricultural  leasebacks. 




 965-4717 or write or visit 
the  
district 




 375 Distal Circle, Suite 
D-1,

























 handy -dandy 
Freeman's for 
Sports 
SKI RENTAL PRICE LIST 
Rip it out 
and stick it on your refrigerator,
 
or bulletin board or bothroom mirror or 





Skis, Poles, & Boots   
$18.00 $22.00  
$28.00 
Skis IL Poles   
12.00
 15.00  18.00
 
Boots 
8  00 9.00 
10.00  
Poles    
3.00 4.00 5.00 
Demo Skis   
20.00  25.00 
30.00 
Powder Pants 
6  00 8.00 
10.00 




6  00 7.00 
8.00 
Ski Racks   
6.00 8.00 10.00
 
Ice A: 4  00 
6.00 8.00 
Kelty Pock   
8.00 10.00  12.00 
Sleeping Bog   
8.00 
10.00  12.00  





Skis, Poles, & Boots   14.00 
16.00  
Skis & Poles   
10.00  12.00
 
Cross Country Boots   6.00 
7.00 
























































Pippin SJSU Theatre Arts Department production 
continues  at the 
University Theatre, 5th and San 
Fernando
 
streets. Performances today, tomorrow, and Saturday at 8 
p.m. For 
ticket reservations call 277-2777. 
One Act Plays 
Presentations by 
SJSU










 and Drama 
103.










Palo Alto Players 
"'Arsenic













p.m.  and 







 13 at 8 
p.m.  and 
Dec.
 14 





 Road, Palo 









California Actors Theatre "A 
Life  in the Theatre" closes 
this week with 
performances  today and tomorrow at 8 p.m.,
 
Saturday
 at 8:30 p.m. and 
Sunday  at 7 p.m. Old Town 
in Los 
Gatos. Season 
continues with "Liberty Inn" 
Dec. 13 through 
Jan. 6 at both Old Town 
and Sequoia Fox Theatre, 
Redwood
 
City.  George 
Bernard Shaw's "Mrs. Warren's
 Profession," 
Jan. 10 through Feb. 
3.3546057.
 
King Dodo Playhouse -.1979-80 
season continues with 
performances of 
either "Prisoner of Second 
Ave."  "Who 
Needs a Waltz" or "Out 
of the Frying Pan." Friday and 
Saturday 
nights at 8 12378 Saratoga
 





Jan. 26. 266 6060 
"Timbuktu" Eartha
 Kitt stars in the Broadway 
musical 
hit 




at 8.30 p.m. with Sunday
 performances at 
730 p.m. 
Matinees  Saturdays and 
Sundays at 2:30 
p.m.  
Orpheum Theatre,
 San Francisco, 




One -Man Show Actor, author and playwright
 Emlyn 
Williams
 will appear at the Marines' Memorial
 Theater in San 
Francisco as "Dylan Thomas Growing Up" 
beginning  Dec. 26 
and continuing through Jan. 6. 




San  Jose Theater 
Guild  - Coming 
events  include 
"Deathtrap,"  Jan. 




 Feb. 1. Both at the





 Theater -- "Hush Money," 




 travels. 8:30 
p.m.  every Friday 
and Saturday,
 Jan. 1 through 30. 
400  E. Campbell Ave 
Campbell. 
378 9721. 
San Jose Museum of Art Main Gallery, "The Im 
pressionist 
Era  in America." through Dec. 31. Prints by 
William T. Whitey, through Dec. 19. In January,  paintings
 by 
Richard Mayhew in the Main 
Gallery. 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Tuesday through Saturday and noon to 4 p.m. Sunday. 110
 S. 
Market St. 996-4816. 
Union Gallery Rodrigo Ramirez; Mixed Media 
Drawings 
through Dec. 14. Free Blown Glass through Dec. 16 by Ivan 
Treskow
 San Hueza. 
Gallery hours: Monday through 
Friday
 
10:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., Wednesday and Thursday 610 8 p.m. 








Blumberg through Dec. 
21. Blumberg




 of Art (Photography)
 at SJSU 
on leave 
from  the State 
University  of New 
York at Buffalo. 
Open 11 
a.m.
 to 4 p.m., two 
















to the Bakery 
across from the 
Student  Union 
Carlos. 
277-2716.  
Montalvo Center for the Arts 
-- Barbara Garet: Oil Pain-
tings. Marcia Golden: black and white photography. Mar, 
Eckstein; Intaglio. John Brennan: black and white 
photographs. Martha 
Banyas;  Cloisonne.
 Hours 1 to 4 p.m. 





Triton Museum of Art Haitian culture depicted in 
folk  art. 
Exhibit on loan from the Smithsonian Insititute. Concurrent 
exhibit;
 "Rainbow Nets," environmental textile pieces by 
Deborah Fredrick. Through Dec. 31. 1505 Warburton Ave.. 
Santa Clara. 248-4585. 
Rosicrucian Art Gallery Exhibit of  both photographic 
prints and variety of oils by staff 
photographer
 Jerry Chapman. 
Through Dec. 31. Rosicrucian Park, Park Ave.. and Naglee
 St., 
San Jose. 248-4585. 














































 Bascom Son Jose 





Sports - Full contact 
Karate Championships. 
Sunday  at 
Civic Auditorium. 6 to 10 p.m. 277-5277. 
Dance  Los Lupenos Dance 
Company
 performs
 tonight at 
8 
in the 







The  Ninth Annual theme show based on 
Dickens'  novels 
continues  through 
Dec 30 at Fort Mason
 in 
San Francisco.  
10 
a.m to 10 p.m 
, Sundays 10 a .m 
to 7 p.m. 
1415)981.8497.
 





 the Tresidder 
Union.
 The Faire is open each 
day from 
10
 a.m. to 5 
p.m.14151497-4311.
 
"Christmas Around the World" 
-- cultural festival com-
memorating  the United Nation's "Year of the Child." Today 
through 
Sunday.
 Santa Clara 
County
 Fairgrounds. In con 
junction
 with the 
"Holiday Fame." 926-1279. 
"Christmas 
Kaleidoscope"
 -- 20th annual arts and 
crafts  
show and sale of gift items. 
Sponsored by the San Jose Parks 
and Recreation Center. 
Lennii,,ar  Center, San 
Jose. 28E-
3626 
Nutcracker Ballet - Seven 
performances
 at the Flint 
Center in Cupertino. Dec. 19 through 23. Curtain rises at 8 
p.m all 
days.  
Matinee  performance 
at 2 p.m.













series  continues Jan. 8 
with "Alps of Europe." Show 
begins at 8:15 p.m. in the San 
Jose 
Center
 for the Performing Arts. 277-5277. 
Son Jose Autorama 30th 
annual exhibit of antique and 
custom cars. Exhibition Hall and
 Auditorium, San Jose Con-
vention and Cultural 
Center.  Jan. 11 through 13. 277-5277. 
Joffrey II 
Dancers  The classical 
ballet company brings 
its show to the 
Center  
for the Performing Arts for one show, 
Jan. 
16
 at 8 p.m. 
297-0424.  
Wet The
 San Francisco Ballet 
visits  
the Center for the 
Performing Arts at 8 p.m., Jan 19. 277-5277. 
Schola Cantorum .13th annual Messiah Sing. open to all 
who bring 





Center, Cupertino. 1415) 948. 
8590 
Living 
Christmas Tree A 
six tiered tree shaped
 
arrangement of 
100 members of the 
Bethel
 Church choir. 
Special guest Dale 
Duesing of the Metropolitan
 Opera. 
TomorrOw 
at 8 p.m.. 
Saturday  
and Sunday at 8 
p.m. San Jose 
Center for the
 Performing Arts. 287-7844. 
Community  Choir  
West Valley 
Community  Choir 
presents Mendelssohn's
 "St. Paul." Saturday 8 
p.m..  St. 
Andrew's Episcopal
 Church, 13601 Saratoga 






 night at Flint
 
Center,
 Saturday  at 




 pianist 246-1160. 
Choraliers in Concen Music from the 
Renaissance
 to the 
20th Century 
presented




Archteque  Montalvo 
Center  for the 
Arts. Carriage 




Chuck Mangione -- Tonight through Sunday at the Circle 
Star
 Theatre,  
San  Carlos. 
Showtime 8 
30 p.m. all dates.14151 
364 2550 
Ring
 in the holdays
 with us! 
Don't  miss exciting entertainment 
 Holiday Kaleidoscope Indoor Ice Show  
Marionettes  
 KLOK Radio's Winter Festival Showcase  Carnival 
 Singers, dancers, choirs  "Art in Action" Demonstrations 
Don't  miss 






  Jewelry 
 ceramics 
 Stained glass  baskets  holiday decorations  clothing 
Don't miss Bay 







 trees  
gingerbread
  mantels 
 crafts  stitcher 
 Holiday
 foods  packages
  wreaths  
miniatures   lights 




 plus super low 
admission  prices 
Adults 
SI
  50 
Kids (13 and
 under) 
. .  
50r 









18th nnual "( 
I 





 1, 2  6, 7, 8, 9 










Annual New Year's Eve event in the Main 
Mall at Vallco 
Fashion
 Park, Cupertino. Ball music will be 
conducted by George Cleve, performed by the San 
Jose  
Symphony. Evening begins at 7:30 p.m.
 4100 per couple. 
287-7383.
 
San Jose Symphony Jan. 
11 and 12 with violinist 
Charles Tregor. 
Jan.  25 and 26 wqh 
pianist
 Earl Wild. Per-
formances begin at 8-30 p.m. San 
Jose Center for the Per 
forming  Arts 
298-2300. 
Classical
 Guitar Andres Segovia
 in his first appearance 
at the San Jose Center for
 the Performing Arts Jan 





 Series - Organist John Walker 
performs at the First 
United  Methodist Church. 
Hamilton  and 
Webster 







Campbell  86642E113 























Fri. Der. 21 
Iirsisrhirs Recording Artists 
THE 
RUBINOOS 



















 HARBOR & 
THE EXPLOSIONS 
Fri. -7  
DADDY.0  
Sas..8
  THE 
INNOCENTS
 






















































SPACESTATION  II 
Science 
Fiction/  Fantasy Store 
Comics, Games, 
Books,  Magazines 
903S
 Bascom, San 
Jose, 998 4547 









by Don Vetter 
There is 
a long corridor beneath 
the 
Sahara
 Tahoe Hotel and 
Casino at South Lake
 




bathrooms and commissary. 
Everything
 is 
painted in beige or 
brown  hues, which creates 
a 
surreal glow when struck
 by the fluorescent 
lighting.  
Comedian  David 
Letterman  strides 
quickly
 through the 
glaring hall toward his 
dressing
 room, 10 minutes before 
he is to 
open for singer Helen Reddy. 
"I really don't know 
where I fit in with 
other
 comedians," he says to a reporter, 
matching him 
stride for stride. "I'm sort of 
different, ya know?" 
   
Letterman
 is indeed different 
from other 




 and radio announcer to a 
stand-
up comedian 
and guest host of the country's
 
top 
television  talk show, "The 
Tonight  
Show." 




moving from home -town
 In-
dianapolis to Los Angeles 
five  years ago he 
received his first break as a  
guest on "The 
Tonight Show" Nov. 23, 1978. 
Letterman  seemed to please 
the 
audience. 




 the show. So much that he 
was 
invited back twice more 
for guest ap 


















  .,,,e 
came  up as a 
possible 
Reach










reach  the college 
market
 than with 









the  Spartan 







through  Friday 




 your business is 





reaches the college market. 
Call us today 
and find out 
why over 500 advertisers 
have placed 
ads in the 
Spartan









replacement along with Steve Martin 
and 
Chevy  Chase  
   
Letterman looks like 
anything  but a talk 
show host and stand-up comedian casually 
dressed in a blue sweatshirt and brown Levis, 




 glasses accentuate 
an 
honest,
 yet mischievous face. 
His two 
front teeth push forward 
from his mouth; his 
school 
nickname  could have been "Bucky." 
The Carson show has been a "good
 ride" 
for Letterman, and he is the first to 
acknowledge this. However, hosting on 
a 
full-
time basis may not be in his 
future.  
"It's 
an awful lot of work to do that 
show:' he said, while chomping on a pencil. 
"If Carson ever left 
there would have to be a 
radical 
change  in format to keep it wing. 
"It's been a real good association for me. 
but if it's not 'The Tonight Show' then 
it's 
something  else." he added. "To sustain over 
the long haul you have to have your own 
identity . " 
It is this attitude Letterman
 takes into the 
new 
decade. 
"I see myself as the biggest thing 
of
 the 
'80s and my name will ring 
synonymous  with 
the  decade.
 
"I'll be lucky if I get
 a job," he added 
under his breath. 
   
Letterman's humor is from everyday life 
His living in Los Angeles, household pets. his 
truck and the trip to Lake Tahoe 
all become 
the plots and or targets of his punch lines. 
"Driving in on Highway 
50 from the 
airport," he tells the Sahara audience.
 "we 







"I noticed that they had a sign on the 
..ick which said, 'Truck




 figured the family might 
ant to lump
 in station wagon one night and 
Just follow a garbage truck:' 
The 











visual of these aspects:
 
television. 
'Have  you ever seen that commercial 
about the hemorrhoids
 medicine and how they 
say.
 'Research shows our 
nmduct
 is proven 
effective on 
nine out of 10 cases?' Let-
terman asks the audience. 
"Can you imagine 
people
 who do 
hemorrhoid research for a living 7-
   
Letterman's personal background
 is a 
mixture
 of fact and comedic fiction. 
Press  
releases have indicated he is 
more popular in 
his native 
Canada,




 6 -foot 2 -inches, 175 pounds," 
Letterman 
describes
 himself statistically. "I 
have the strength of 10 men,
 built like steel 
and can flatten your ass in a second. 
Enough  
said  
He describes his comedy as traditional
 






stand-up comedy as a form in 
general and I'm really partial  to 
stand-up 
comics generally," he 
said. "I think the trend 
is 
away  from comedy found in reality and 





 said there is no real 
way to 
determine 
which  way comedy 
will  head on the 
next 10 years, but
 is prejudiced to his own
 
forte.  
"I still think 
there is nothing 
funnier  than a 
well -written and 
constructed  loom,  whether 
, 
observational  or fabricated.- he 
said. "I 
respect people who can write really good 
jokes and I think 
it's really a precise
 art form." 












weather beaten and soiled on his suite's bed, 
a notebook written out in long -hand with toke 





bes,iti, writing for 
himself, he has also 
contributed to 
local Los Angeles TV shows 
and network specials by 










He  said material for his 
humor  is very hard 
to 




at L.A 's Comedy 





 permit, you 
can 
throw in a 
new  line up here 
and  no one 
will  






already fed up 




   
It os this 









 He has 
filled 
"The 
Tonight Show" host's 
chair with  
enough
 
competence  that his name 





 work includes a pilot for a 
situation comedy 
show, though he claims he 










"I'm  as blank 
as a fart," and lets it go at that. 
This 
modesty





feeling the bubble well 
burst  
"I 
don't have the 
performing
 
drive  like a 
Williams," he says. "I'm 
dying  
to get off 
stage. In fact, tonight 
I'm only going to do 28 
minutes. 
"What you have to 
understand is that I'm 
no big deal. There  really isn't any 
psyching
 up 
for the show, you lust look 
at your tie 10 
minutes before and make 




"You just have to be 
as

























 into an upstate New York dairy 
farm as 
the primary participants in what 
would become a modern legend.
 
Through three days, a 
galaxy  of more 
than thirty rock
 acts, a torrential downpour, 
two births and 
three deaths lone 
overdose,  
one burst appendix, one





city in New 
York" 
joyously  proved peace and love could over-
come. 
It seemed lust 
possible  that the music 
that had originated 
in San Francisco's 
Summer 
of Love might usher in a new decade 
of 
equality,  freedom, understanding,
 getting 
"high,"
 and music for the masses that would 
make it all plausible; 
a viable and utopian 
socialistic
 society, of sorts, sans 
hierarchy.  
Instead. the 
'70s quickly proved a time of 
escalated wartare, hatred 
and racial violence 
resulting
 in disillusionment and 
rejection
 
which peaked this August 
when no upstate 
New York community 
would  allow promoters 
to stage
 a 10 -year Woodstock reunion.
 
"In retrospect, Woodstock can be seen 
as no great new dawn. rather,
 it was the last 
flag-vvaving 
of a sinking sub -culture,"
 cEn 
cyclopedia of Rock 
Today.  ten 
years  
later.
 we stand 
on 
the 
threshold of the 1980s and 
can only ask 
"What went 
wrong,"  And 
what  does 
it 
mean  
for the decade to come, 
Certainly.
 the '70s' failings f ocus on the 
music, an accurate reflection
 of society. 
The mid to late 
'60s
 were a time of 
unrest,  as an entire 
generation  began to 








conventional.  unquestioned 
standards of behavior, dress. and 
em-
ployment were no longer adhered to. and 
where 
fear and prejudice 




 music suddenly 
became rock as it was 
infused
 with vitality. 
real anger, political and 
social  comment. 
All things 
considered.  the music's con-
tent took precedence 
over
 its commercial 
prowess.
 
That order reversed this 
decade. 
Iln a generalized sense. 
The Beatles were, 
of 
course, the greatest 
commercial  exploiters 
of all time. Likewise. 
the '70s have seen a 
few social -reform acts 
emerge.  led by gay -




 the "L.A. Mafia-
 -- The Eagles, 
Jackson 
Browne,  Little Feat, Linda 
Rondstadt, 
et al -- 
rock xi the mrd 70s 
no
 longer took a 
stand  in 
the  marketplace of ideas. 
but rather 
became










superficial  content. 
Not that the 
music  was bad. Far 
from
 it. 
But it no longer espoused
 the goals and ideals 
of
 its '60s predecessors. 
That




 illustrates the complacent
 and 
comfortable niche 




who understand the true 
evolution 
of
 rock in the 60s, there can be no 
"EZ rock." That is 
a contradiction of terms. 





markets, many artists sold their
 
rock 







disco which set music back 
a millenium 
(with  its 
mindless  and endless repetition
 and 
sole purpose: to make money) 
permeated  
the AM airwaves 
and  even much of FM, save 
a few album -oriented 
stations. 
But if 













Generation,  who 
by and large 
found them-









 no longer reasons
 to fight. 
The 
college  









doctors and the 
like. 
They  were 
content  
in 





concern  that had dominated
 quickly abated as 
self -assurance took hold. 
Musically, even the anger
 of New Wave 
artists  seemed contrived, calculated










remnants  of the Woodstock era acts 
still  active to revive 
rock. 
Bob Dylan has reemerged as a con 
troversial figure 
on the music scene 
with
 
"Slow Train Coming," an album full of 
spiritual and social comment. 
The Who, even 
with
 the death 
of 
Keith 
Moon, carry on with a movie of their early 
1973 LP "Quadraphonia," about the social 
situation in England as highlighted by 
gang
 
warfare and the "Who Are You" album. Both 
have  proved Pete Townsend's writing not a 
bit deteriorated. 
With "Some 
Girls." their first studio 
album in 2 1 2 years, The Rolling Stones in 
1978 proved as eclectic and uncompromising 
as ever. "Shattered," for mstance. 
was  on 
the downfall of New York City. 
And Neil Young continues to be the most 
inventive and important songwriter,singer 
the genre. 
"Rust  Never 
Sleeps,"  the album --
not to be contused  with the movie of like 
name
 was an apt title f or the '70s. as rust 





the  second song on the 
acoustic side, bemoans our society where 
"the aimless blade of science slashed the 
pearly  gates." 
Yet overall, voices such as Young's were 
Ione cries in the wilderness of com-
mercialization 
So now we stand on the verge of yet 
another decade. Hopes of utopia long since 
faded with the sting 
of
 Altamont, race riots, 
Watergate, terrorism and the recent Iran 
CrISIS.
 
But rumblings of unrest are again 
beginning 
to
 arise in our generation. 
We hay 
seen our world, with its millions of starving 
refugees, with its American 
ghettos, with its 
political rhetoric, with its "aimless
 blade of 
science" and nuclear power. 
And we have found it wanting. 
Do not be surprised, then, if the music of 
the 




 are adolescent songs of sex. 
cars and Saturday 
nights
 going to be enough. 
Yes,
 such songs 
will still
 exist and will 
yield the 
highest
 financial harvest. But new 
artists
 will combine with the remaining elder 
statesmen of rock to echo the frustration and 
renewed anger we are starting 
to feel. 
Perhaps  we can never go back. But the 






























chow mein chow fun 
fried rice wonton 
spareribs  
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SMITH  & HULSE, FOLK MUSIC ON FRIDAY 
JOHN DIMICK, CLASSICAL
 GUITARIST ON SATURDAY 
We serve unique 
sandwiches
 & desserts until 3 a.m. on Fri & Sat 
93S.




A gift of fresh 
flowers or plants is a 







can  deliver them 
across
 town or across 
the 
country  if you get 
your
 order in 
early. Just 



























Presidential  hopefuls 
begin 
race 
by Eric Hammond 
As the snow covers 
the  fields of New 
Hampshire and the 
cigar smoke starts to 
billow in lazy, 
blue  curls out of the back rooms 
where the
 nation's power brokers are 
found, 
we begin to realize that the 
four-year fever is 




 elections come at 





on both the foreign and domestic fronts. 
Energy, inflation, low morale 
and  countless 
other problems make this 
election one that 
will largely 
determine  our countries response 
to the 
changing




of the fence, a 
weak 









bloody battle for the
 hearts and minds 
of 
Democratic  voters. 
The Grand Old Party will turn into 
the 
Grand Old Battleground as Reagan. Connally
 
and Ford plunge into verbal war over the right
 
to face the Democratic 
winner. 
In any normal time, the second 
term 
election of an incumbent president would be 
almost
 a foregone conclusion. It is a political 
adage that 
the powers of an incumbent 
president are so great that a challenger has 
almost no chance. 
However, this time.
 Carter is so weak in 
the polls 






in his own 
party has been 





wants  to be president. 
Brown is also the one man least
 likely to win 
the Democratic nomination. In  
a year of 




the  American people, the idea of a 
Linda -dating, hot -tubbing
 man in the White 
House 
is










earn himself a 
vice
 presidential spot with 
Kennedy if they can 
overcome the reported 
distrust they have of each other's motives. 
Kennedy is the man that Carter must stop 






 of the 
'60s.  Kennedy 





 than Carter 
has in his 
whole  body. 
Kennedy  is the last remnant of the New 




His  ideas on 
health  insurance, 
regulation
 and aid to cities are going to win 
him votes in the urban East, but could cost 
him support 
in the Sunbelt and West. 
Kennedy has the problem of being
 
identified 
with a certain region of New 
England. He may have nothing to 
offer
 a 
resident of Montana. 










 nothing more to offer America 
than a 
famous name and 
a bag of '60s 
rhetoric  Kennedy's main
 
weakness  is his 
apparent inability to find any maim points of 





 occupant of the Oval Office.
 
Carter can defeat both Democratic rivals 
if 





 an experienced  leader who isn't 
really to blame for the 
mess we are in. He 
must 
put  on the
 face of a statesman 
and 
convince the
 American people that 
his  second 
term will see the 
emergence of a new 
Jimmy.  
The Republican Party 
must not let itself 
fall into any political division of 
the sort that 
wrecked its chances in 1976.
 Another clash 
between Ford and Reagan
 would ensure 
victory
 for the 
Democrats.  
The Republicans have the first real 
chance to capture the White House in an 
election since 1972. If they can come up with 











 perceived as weak and 
non-functional 
-continued on nest page 
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The next decade will 
undoubtedly have 
some 
interesting  political 
contests
 in store for 
the voting 
public.  Take a look at 
the first big 
election of the 
decade.
 In November of 
1980,  







part of the 
battle,  
however,




states hold to 
determine who 
will get the 
party nomination.
 
The  Republican 
party  has at least 
two 
strong candidates
 who have 
announced  their 
intentions to run, 








drafted  in 









Democrats  are 
going  to have a 
three  






Kennedy  and 
Jimmy  Carter 















Santa  Clara 
County on 
Nov.
 6 159.795 




voters  the law 
could
 be decided 
by
 a relatively 




the  June ballot will 
include the choice 
for the 
presidential  primary, and 
more  people 
are 
expected  to cast 
a vote in that 
election.  
The number of 
votes  cast, however, will 
be smaller 
than
 the number 




the two main 
parties  in the 








uninteresting," said Tim Lukas, instructor of a 
political 
parties class at 
SJSU.  
Another 
reason for the low
 turnout at 
even the 
presidential  elections









Lukes  said. 
"More offices 
are  open to public 
election."  
This frequent
 need for 
elections
 is telling 
the 
average
 American that 
many  of the of -
fees
 they elect persons
 to are unimportant,
 
according to Lukes. 
Partisan attachments are less 
common
 
today than they once 
were, Lukes said. The 
voter  today is confused with all the 
issues and 
offices that
 must be decided on. Parties 
tended to eliminate 
the confusion and so 
people were more inclined
 to cast a vote. 
Watergate, 
the Vietnam War and 
corruption
 in local governments have lead to a 
distrust in politicians 
and  the apathy seen 
today is a 
direct
 result of that, 
according  to 
Lukes.
 
"I see the 
apathy continuing unless 
the 
political
 world comes up with an event so 
catastrophic 
that it gets world attention: 
Lukes said. 
An 
indication  of continued voter apathy 
can be found in the most recent 
elections  in 
the Santa Clara Valley. 
In the November 1976 
presidential 
election.  453,268 persons voted out of 
549,505  registered 
voters.
 












-continued from page 26 
The 
obvious
 choice for the Republicans is 
Ford. If Ford can overcome his image as 
honest but stupid,  
he could take the 
nomination on the bases of 













 his looks, charm, and conservative 
rhetoric He is handicapped by an image as a 
friend of big business 
and  anti -environmental 
ism 
If Reagan can charm the 
voters  into 
giving him a chance against the Democratic 
candidate, he 
could offer the voters a wide 
choice, a 
conservative
 Republican ideal, 
or 
more of the Democratic
 social action ethic. 
Connally  has 
already
 
got  one big strike 
against 
him with the Watergate and
 Milk 
scandals. 
He has frightened 
Jewish 
Americans with 
his talk of making friends 
with  
the 
PLO. He cannot be considered as 
a  serious 
candidate for
 1980, or any other 
year.  
The other Republican candidates 
cannot 
be seriously
 considered as having 
enough 
clout to be nominated
 The choice in 1980 
will be between the old 
Republican  ideals of 
big business,
 and big defense, 
and the 
Democratic 
tradition of social action 
and  big 
government.
 
In any case, it is a sure thing
 that a failure 
to find a 




will  do immense 
harm
 to the 
nation's ability 
to




































































































































 for easy 
shopping  
60 South 














student who is concerned 
about his 
physical
 well being. 
Individual Total Fitness IHUP 961 is 
instructed by Tom Birk, director of the 
Adult Fitness 
Program. Consultant to 
the course is Dr. Glenn Gaesser, 
direc  
tor of the 
exercise  lab. 




testing with individualized exercise. 
During the
 first
 two weeks of class 
each student is tested by various 








































end  of the 
semester,  the 
laboratory
 tests will will































 do not 
agree  on 
what coming 
changes







Marvin  Lee and 
Ted Watkins do 
agree  that the next 
decade  
will 








 are some 
aspects




will  right itself, but 
inflation's not one 







harder  to handle 
because it is not
 the result 
of low 
employment  but 
is mainly the 
result  of 
high oil prices. 
With  this type 
of
 cost -push 
inflation,  the 
only alternative 
is
 wage and price 








 said he 







Watkins  also 
said
 the housing 
policies of 
city 
governments  are to 








 go up. 






trying to reduce 
population growth,"
 he said. 
"They're 
making
 it too 
expensive
 to live 
here 
- - that's the effect





 are now few ad,
 
vantages  to 
owning
 a home since
 mortgage 
payments
 are so much








getting  much more 
difficult; but the 
result will 
mainly be a longer  wait 
for getting 
a home, he 
said.
 
"Families  can't 
come
 into their 
own until 
their late 
20's or early 30's," 
he said. 
''The 
cost of living has
 gone up so 
drastically  there 
is almost no 
way single 
family workers can
 be the rule 
anymore,"  he 
said.
 
Lee  predicted 
the
 birth rate 
will
 have to 
remain extremely low,  
because of the ex 
















 "there's going 
to be 
a dramatic 
change  in who's 




 Lee said. 
The passage of Proposition 13 and 4. the 
tax limitation measures, will result in services 
being 
provided  to the people who pay for 
them.
 Watkins said. 
Watkins predicted cutbacks 
for
 the 







"There will be a 
tendency  to demand 
more in quality. If it (education) is highly 
subsidized,
 it's treated as a gift,"  he 
said. 
"People 
will be more realistic 
and 
cautious about new 
programs."  Watkins said. 
"That's why we 
have
 Proposition 13 and 
Proposition 4." 
Lee agreed that 
people  are becoming 
more realistic, but 




upon  the '80 s with bright 
prospects.  People are no 
longer deluded by 
the things their parents were;'
 he said, 
ployees, 
as well as 
their parents,




 than any 
other
 nation on health and get
 less for it," Lee 
said. 
One  factor that 
makes  for alterations
 in 
the economy
 is the fact that 
the  U.S. will not 
be able 
to maintain its





And the cost 
of attracting labor "has 
gone straight up," he said. 
In the world economy, 
political  instability
 
in oil -producing countries 
could pose "a 
serious  threat," Watkins believes. 
Although he said people
 will still be 
driving 
cars,  he expects a crash
 program for 
synthetic
 fuels in the next decade. 
"Given time,
 the economy can adjust
 to 
less oil and more 
expensive
 oil," he said. 
Lee also said 




interdependent,  pointing 
out
 
that large investors in 
foreign
 countries can 
provide a "massive
 threat" to the economy. 
"A decision to shut
 down in one country 
can
 shut down the whole country," 
he said. 
"When 
somebody in our firms 
sneezes,  
somebody  else catches 
pneumonia,"  he said. 
Describing
 the country's 
current  mood. 
Lee 




mixed  with right-wing 
romanticism.  
I'm hoping that 




















of health insurance will  
also "be 
forced  upon us," he said, 
explaining 
that private 















8 -week lessons featuring 
The West Coast Swing, 
Disco, Folk Dances, or 
Latin American Dances. 
JOSETTA DANCE STUdi0 
El 
camoNo & POINEROy 
SANTA C1ARA 
296-3245  



















Your Total Purchase 
(Just present this Ad 
At time
 of Purchase) 
CHOOSE 
FROM:  
Robes Mens Coats 
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  SAN JOSE 
Corner Route 17 and East Brokaw 
Road  
OUTLET HOURS: Mon. thru Sat. 10AM to 6PM 
Thurs.
 Eve 'til 9PM  







































economy is a mess. 
What







 runs the 
economy?
 
Asking  the question provides 
it's own 
answer. Nobody runs or 
owns,  or controls the 
economy.
 It is an entity unto itself a unique
 
organism, 
with  an intelligence 
and
 a will all its 
own 








 when you saw 
your 
first  amoeba devour some 
hapless  bit of 
protoplasm?
 Well, if the economy could be 
put 
under a 
microscope,  that's what 













 the reason 
we can't see it is because it is 
so big. It covers everything, like
 soot. 
And, it's shapeless. This allows it to seep 
into every crevace of obr lives.
 
It has on occasion 
run into some 
human 
obstacles,  which only irritated it. 
Monetary 
policy, fiscal policy, wage 
controls, price controls, no 
controls   it still 
just 
slides  along, getting fatter and madder.
 
the more 
mere men in power try to redirect it's 
inevitable 
course. 
Right now, it's 
steaming.
 
Turn the clock 


























your first bulging 













frightening  thing is that 
wasn't  that long 
ago.
 
And these are 




 indications of what a 
really  angry 
monster the 
economy  has become in the 
past 
decade. 
All of these items cost one to 
four
 times 
more now then they did back in the
 early days 
of the '70s.
 
Of course,  
at the start of the decade
 there 
were other problems to cope 
with. There was 
a war. And 
aggravating
 the war, there was a 
hothead for a president. But, the
 war was 
good for the 










watershed for America. 
We
 sat in our living 





had  wilted by 1970, giving 
rise to the new left. 
But, finally, the war ended, the hothead 
cooled his 




turned to the economy. It had 
been there all along, but now,
 around 1975, it 
realtii
 started

















































What could have ticked it off so badly 
The nation has experienced 
Major  
economic  disruptions in the past. 
Mom and dad will tell 
you  about the great 
depression,
 that great shaper 
of their 
Psyches.
 And, your grandparents
 will tell you 
about the one
 before that. 
Franklin 
Roosevelt,  the man on the face 
of the dime, turned the nation
 out
 of the last 
great depression.
 
He set a style







a kind of 
operating  manual for 
succeeding  decades. 
It's hard define, but it goes something 
like this  e 
bureaucracy for every 
aspect  of human endeavor which was once 
governed 
by 
private enterprise and ingenuity. 
It works. We now nave an economy with 





 us how 
to do it. 
Instead of shrinking like a leaking 
balloon, it's 
growing like a hot 
souffle.  
Whether
 or not it will 
ultimately  pop is 
conjecture  for 
economists.  You 
see,  the 
monster 
has  a personality it has 
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your
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TDK's best C90 cassette 
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Electronic
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Ouartz  Clock Circuit 
 20 Watts 
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Sensitivity  
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 repair almost any
 brand 
car  
stereo you may own Blaupunkt Pio-
neer 
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Wide,  easy to Read 
Dial -In -Door Tuning
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Most 
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Lifetime  shock 
absorber  service 
policy on 
parts only purchase. 
and Lifetime* 
shock 
absorber  service policy 
















 ARROW, CAPRI. COLT,
 DATSUN, 
FIAT. MAZDA, RABBIT, SIROCCO. SUPER -
SETTLE, TOYOTA & VOLVO. Correctly cali-
brated, self-contained cartridge replaces a 
minimum of 13 original parts. 3 -stage rallying 
adjusts
 
to all loads for all roads. Precision 
design by MONROE allows 50,000 mile pro-
rated parts service policy 
Parts only 22.50 Each 
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called  a I. 
from the
 emergency
 phone on 
facility at 
Ninth and 









































director  of I 
Program at SJSU, told Vase( 
about  the reputation of SJSU 
moving 
back
 to the area to b 
seems to be no control" 
over  
Vasconcellos told him mi 
put on university campuses i 
primarily a local law
 enforce 
Reyes said, "There certa 







This is a story about oil, 
the fight for that money. 
Oddly enough,
 the oil m, 
state
 of California,
 is known 
expensive  product 
 COFPF 
COEPHE, or 
Capital  Ou 
Education,
 was started




drilling  of 
California




Canital outlay is the mo 
